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The trigBoard is an extremely low power platform for the ESP32 WiFi+Bluetooth Module. This board is perfect for
battery powered applications, due to it’s single digit uA standby current draw ~1.5uA with a 3V battery input. To give
an idea as to how low this current draw is, a cheap smoke detector pulls about 7uA. This board was initially designed
to be the ideal IoT device - a WiFi connected battery powered monitoring solution for dry contacts (door/window
sensors), where a push notification is immediately sent when the contact state has changed. The ultra low standby
current does not change regardless if the contact remains in the closed/opened state (this is part of the secret sauce in
the trigBoard design). But of course, the trigBoard is a playground of low power features, so it can easily be adapted
to a unique monitoring application:
• Many battery options, with input voltage range from 1.8-5V. Great for two AAA batteries or even a rechargeable
Lithium cell at 4.2V. Reverse polarity protection built in, so no issues if batteries are plugged in backwards. See
Battery Page for more information and calculations
• Multiple wake sources all configurable through software (no solder jumpers)
• Dry contact trigger input supporting BOTH contact OPEN and contact CLOSE, but configurable for either or
both, so if for example a garage door was monitored, a push notification could go out for when the garage opens
AND when the garage closes.
• The board utilizes an actual RTC (Real Time Clock). This is a high quality RTC, so accurate wake times can
be configured. The timer wakes the board up at the configured time - for example once and hour, then checks
the battery voltage and if low, will send out a push notification. The timer can also be used to check the current
status of the contact and send out a notification, so in the garage door example, the board can be configured to
not only send out notifications when the door opens/closes, but also when the garage is left open for some period
of time after the door was opened.
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• Clock Wake/Timestamps introduced in base firmware 8/16/21 allow for a daily alarm to wake the board up with
many other options like adding time stamps to messages and synchronizing with an NTP server. This can be
useful for a number of reasons like for applications that rarely wake, this can send a daily “heartbeat” message.
Or even as a “run time” clock, if you don’t set the time with the NTP server, it starts at zero, so the timestamp
can tell you elapsed time since that board was powered up.
• Wake button on board can also be used to send out a push notification.
• Unused pins from ESP32 broken out for future expansion and in-line to fit breadboards - developer friendly. See
Pinout page for more information
• Base Firmware supports many Push Notification service options like Pushsafer, Pushover, IFTTT, and Telegram. And even develop a custom solution with MQTT Home Assistant, UDP or TCP. Any of these can be
enabled, or even multiple. For example, the notifications can go out through Pushover, then a secondary backup
notification can go through MQTT. Or even a notification though Pushsafer, then turn the lights on in the house
with IFTTT. The possibilities are endless with this.
• Configurator Tool gives full control over the board parameters and settings - in a nice clean easy to use GUI
through Google Chrome and a Bluetooth connection to the ESP32.
• Made in the USA
• ESP32 Module is FCC Certified and trigBoard has been scanned independently

2
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• hackster.io KD Circuits’ New trigBoard v8 Marks a Major Overhaul of the Flexible IoT Notification Board
• EEVblog #1375 - Mailbag
• heise online (German)
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2.1 Where To Buy
The best place to purchase the trigBoard and accessories is through the Tindie Store
For higher quantities or OEM opportunities, please contact KD Circuits directly

5
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2.2 Quickstart & Configuration
2.2.1 Out of the box setup

2.2.2 Hardware Setup
All that’s needed here is a battery and a dry contact used for triggering. Both connectors on the board are standard JST
PH 2.0mm Note that the cables may need some force to fully insert.

2.2.3 Battery Selection
A good capacity for the trigBoard is 500-1000mAh, but this depends on how often the board will be triggered. Any of
these Lithium batteries would work from Adafruit. Or two AA or AAA batteries would work, with a holder like This
Note that this battery holder is also available for purchase with your trigBoard as an option :) More details on battery
selection can be found here

2.2.4 Notification Service
This is where the notification will end up. For testing, it’s easy to simply use Pushsafer or Pushover - see the Supported
Services Page for more information

6
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2.2.5 Setting up Configurator
The trigBoard ships with base firmware pre-flashed, so once you hook up the battery, you’re all set to launch the
configurator. This works on a bluetooth connection to your computer within Google Chrome.

1 - In Google Chrome from a Mac/Windows/Linux computer, launch the Configurator Tool
2 - Press and hold the wake button on the trigBoard until the blue LED starts flashing
3 - In the configurator tool, you will see the connect button, click that and connect to the trigBoard:

4 - Once paired, you will see the Configurator fully populate with values. Let’s work through these one by one:

Warning: You need to click the save button next to each parameter after changing it

2.2. Quickstart & Configuration
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Warning: Don’t forget to Disconnect from the Configurator when complete! The device does not send notifications while the Configurator is active

WiFi Settings

This is self explanatory, but if you’re using (Pushover, Pushsafer, or IFTTT) then the trigBoard will connect to the
WiFI network selected here using DHCP. If you would rather use a static IP, you can also enable this by selecting the
check box. Most users just use DHCP, but may have faster connection times by using a static IP:

WiFi Timeout

This is the time the trigBoard will wait before failing to connect to the WiFi network and going back to sleep. For most
users, 5 seconds is good enough. Just be careful to not make this too big because if you ever relocate the trigBoard to
a new location and need to reconfigure, you’ll have to wait for this timeout before the configurator mode is enabled.
I would suggest starting with 5 seconds and if you notice missed events, increase to 10 seconds. If that still gives
trouble, then there may be a problem with the WiFi router or signal strength at this location.
trigBoard Name

This is the name that will be sent along with the push notification message - normally would be “Front Door” “Garage
Door” “Mail Box”
Wake On

8
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The trigBoard will wake on any change of the sensor input - open and close. This setting here is used to decide if a
notification is sent. This depends on the application and how you’re planning to use the trigBoard. For a mail box, just
open detection might make sense, but for a garage, both open and close would be useful.
Message for Contact Wake

When you select which to wake on, the messages are enabled for that selection. These could be “Has Opened” or “Has
Closed”, because the firmware will combine the trigBoard name with this message. “Garage Has Opened”
High Speed Trigger

Warning! This feature was added for very specific applications where the sensor input rapidly opens and closes.
Most users would leave this unchecked. There is a complex analog trigger system designed into the trigBoard and it
normally detects the wake event based on the current status of the contact. But in some applications, the contact opens
and closes very quickly. For this, the high speed trigger will change to use latched circuitry to determine the wake
event. But again, this is more for specific applications and should be left unchecked.
Message for Button Wake

A message is also sent when the wake button is pressed - this is what that message will be. This is very useful for
testing the board and some users have written custom firmware to use the wake button for more advanced features.
Timer Settings

The timer on the trigBoard is extremely useful. This automatically wakes the board up at a specific interval to check
various conditions like low battery or if the contact is still closed/open. It is HIGHLY recommended to keep this value
as high as possible, so if a check of once an hour (60 minutes) can work for your application, then set for that. Some
applications like a checking if the garage door is still open may need a faster interval like 15 minutes, but just note that
this will have some impact on battery life. So ideally the units are set to Minutes, but Seconds were added in as an
available feature. Note that this can be useful when developing your own firmware for waking the board automatically
when uploading to the board. Like I’ll set to 10seconds when developing, so I never have to physically wake the board
to upload.

2.2. Quickstart & Configuration
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Timer Wake Messages

If the timer has been enabled to check contact status, then these are the messages that will be sent - usually set to “is
Still Open” or “is Still Closed”, then the combined message might be “The Garage is Still Open” For most applications
monitoring doors/windows, the check for if the contact is still open is the only one used.
Clock Settings

The clock functionality was added in release 8/16/21 and is extremely powerful. This gives the ability to add timestamps push messages, add a daily wake at a specific time with a custom message and timestamp. This can be useful
for “hearbeat” messages or check-ins with a server on a device that rarely wakes. To set the time, first connect to WiFi
from the WiFi settings, then the set to NTP time button will be enabled. You can set the timezone offset according to
the UTC Time Offset for where you live. You can even make the trigBoard synchronize with the NTP server when the
daily wake alarm is activated. But what if you don’t set the time? Well, then the time (as shown in the image) will
show the elapsed time from when it was powered up. This can be a useful way to see how long a board has been in
service running on that battery. Like here, the time was not set and the timestamp shows this board has been running
for 27 days on the battery:

10
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Append RSSI

Added in the 11/29/21 release, and appends the signal strength in dBm to the notification packet. Note that this will
always be a positive number because the negative character was used as a separator in some projects. So in this
example below 58dBm is technically -58dBm. You can read more about RSSI here and see what acceptable values
should be. Note that if you have the board configured to send using TCP/UDP and another service, it will append two
RSSI values since the UDP/TCP is typically set up as an isolated network. The UDP/TCP value will always be the
last one.

2.2. Quickstart & Configuration
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Mission Critical Check

Added in the 11/29/21 release, and provides a nice feature to ensure the latest contact status message has been sent.
There is a small “dead zone” when the board is going to sleep ~200ms or so. So if the board is configured to wake on
open and close, there’s a chance like if this monitoring a door, where if the user quickly opens and closes the door that
the closure is missed. This new feature sets a timer to just wake a few seconds after the board goes back to sleep to
“double check” that the contact state is the same as it was when it sent the original message. If there’s a discrepancy,
it will send a fresh message. 5-10seconds should be a good timer setting for this, but the setting is there to make this
anything up to a minute to suit the application.
Low Battery Threshold

This is the threshold that if the battery is less than this value, a BATTERY LOW message is sent out at the timer
interval. Because the trigBoard supports a wide variety of battery options, a setting here needs to be set. For a 4.2V
rechargeable lithium battery, maybe 3.3V or so would work. Then for two AA/AAA batteries, set for 2.5V
Services

Hint: The remaining settings determine the push notification service, so see Supported Services Page Note that the
“Battery Voltage Calibration Offset” is set during factory programming.

2.3 Configurator

All of the parameters in the trigBoard are configured in the Configurator Tool
Hint: To enter configuration mode on the trigBoard, simply press and hold the wake button until the blue LED starts
flashing, then you can let go. The board is ready to be configured. If you can’t connect to it or you change your mind,
you can just press the reset button and the board will go back to sleep. I suggest testing out the configurator before
installing the trigBoard in it’s final location. A full description of the settings are described on the Quickstart Page

12
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Warning:
• The Configurator tool only runs in the Google Chrome Browser
• This works on Windows10/Mac/Linux - do not use a mobile device. Older computers may not work!
• Requires Bluetooth to be enabled and turned ON
• MUST BE HTTPS
• You may have to enable experimental features but I have not seen that here with my machines.
• Problems with Windows 10? Check your build version “Settings->System->About” and should be at least
1703. One user had issues with v1607. Also noted this helped in troubleshooting.
iOS users! There is a way to configure the trigBoard from your mobile device, but this requires a paid app to allow
access to the bluetooth connection. This is very handy for making quick changes and for starting OTA mode. Just
search the app store for “WebBle” and use it just like a browser to launch the Configurator. To get to the docs quickly,
just go to https://trigboard.com

This video describes the configurator (and other features) in extreme detail:

0:00 Intro
00:50 Example/Demo
1:43 New Features
5:34 Accessories
6:47 Low Power Testing
10:16 Configuration
13:18 WiFi Settings
15:18 Wake Settings
16:27 Timer Settings
19:35 Push Notification Services

2.3. Configurator
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23:22 UDP Message Demo
25:38 MQTT
26:30 High Speed Trigger
27:54 trigBoard Timer Examples
28:55 OTA/Serial Programming
29:35 Final Thoughts - Manufacturing/Pricing

2.3.1 Source Code
Here is the git for the configurator
My code includes all libraries, so shouldn’t need to add anything, but for reference, this uses the amazing p5.ble library
Note:
• Written in Processing v3.5.4
• In p5.js mode
• You can run this offline, but use an app for chrome called Web Server For Chrome Then from there you can
target the downloaded source folder and it will run with no internet connection

2.4 Supported Services
Where the notifications are sent - the Configurator Tool is used to enable and “configure” any of these. If the notification needs to just go straight to your smart phone, then Pushsafer or Pushover would be a good start. For more
advanced users, UDP or MQTT can be used, but these require a central gateway (rapsberry Pi or host AP)

2.4.1 Pushsafer

Pushsafer Service is a great service for getting push notifications to your mobile devices. There are some nice
features built in, like allowing for guest devices to be added/removed. This works nicely for a vacation setup where a
someone may need to temporarily monitor a property. The notifications are purchased in bulk, but very inexpensive.
Pushsafer Setup
1. Go to Pushsafer.com and create an account - you’ll need to download/install the app as well
2. Copy the private key:

14
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3. Paste that in the Configurator:

2.4.2 Pushover

Pushover Service is similar to Pushsafer in that it’s a good reliable service for getting push notifications to your
devices when there’s an event at the trigBoards. The app is a one time purchase per device with a monthly allowance
of 7500 notifications. That should be plenty for most applications.
Pushover Setup
1. Go to pushover.net and create and account - you’ll need to download/install the app as well
2. You should see your private user key:

3. Scroll down and create a new application:

4. Can leave things the way they are - name whatever you want:

2.4. Supported Services
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5. Then you should see the API Token:

6. Paste both of those into the Configurator:

16
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Sharing Notifications
If you want to share notifications with someone else, but not give them your login credentials, you can do that easily
with Pushover. Just note that if you ever plan on doing this, you should set this up ahead of time. The user key will be
different from the above steps, so you would have to change that on the trigBoard. You would then be a subscriber to
this feed yourself.
Follow the same steps as above to setup the application - in that screen, you can create a subscription code:

Then fill out that screen and create new delivery group:

Then you’ll notice in your application window, you have a new URL there that you can send people to subscribe to
that feed:

But the thing about this is that the user key that you use for the configurator needs to be for this delivery group. To
find this key, you can click below that URL - in this case the “yourGroup” link there:

There you will see the group key to be used as the user key in the trigBoard configurator - you still use the same
API/Token Key from when you created the application:

And that’s all there is to it!

2.4. Supported Services
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2.4.3 IFTTT

This one is pretty obvious, but go check out the IFTTT website to see what all can be accomplished with this service.
This alone can be used for the push notification, but it tends not be as fast as Pushsafer/Pushover. This is great for
secondary alerts like sending emails, text messages, voice calls, home automation (lights on/off), publish to a google
sheet, etc. . . there’s a lot here
IFTTT Setup
1. Go to IFTTT.com which stands for “IF This Then That” and is a very powerful integration service
that allows an event from the trigBoard to connect to other IoT services, like send an email, text,
update a google spreadsheet, turn lights on/off, etc. . . It requires a maker key in order to work, so
first sign up or sign in using whatever option you want to use. I use google to login.
2. Search for webhooks, then click services:

3. Just click on the webhooks service, click connect, and should be good to go. You should then see a
“documentation” button:

18
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4. Here you will see the maker key:

5. Then it’s pretty easy to setup the IF this then That recipe. Just use the web hook for the IF event,
where the Event Name is what is given as the trigBoard name in the configurator (no spaces), then
the Value 1 is the name, Value 2 is the message.
6. Paste that maker key into the configurator:

2.4.4 Telegram

Added in base Firmware 8/16/21, and use Brian Lough’s Library This is a pretty cool way to send push notifications
to all of your devices! And it’s free!
Here’s a good tutorial on getting the BOT Token and Chat ID - these two things are all that’s needed

2.4. Supported Services
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2.4.5 UDP/TCP
Note - TCP added to Firmware version 12/20/20 or newer. These two options allow for a fully customized solution to
whatever you might have in mind. For example - see the Cellular/Battery Backed System project - this is a fully self
contained system that relies on no outside services. It’s battery backed, hosts its own network, and can still send push
notifications out fast. This is just an example though - even a simple point to point system can be easily designed. The
trigBoard supports both UDP and TCP - here’s a good write-up on the differences.
To build your own gateway, here is some sample code you can use to run on an ESP32 to act as a server. It supports
both UDP and TCP: Github Repo
Note - you will need to install the ESPAsyncWebServer and AsyncTCP Libraries
How it all works explained here:
UDP
Because UDP is connectionless, the trigBoard configuration allows for a “blast”, the default is to send out 10 packets
separated by 10ms. The idea is that this blast of packets guarantees at least one will get through. There is no handshaking or acknowledgment back to the trigBoard, so it simply sends all of the packets and goes back to sleep. This means
the transmission will be faster, thus keeping the on-time shorter and conserving battery life. Then again, without any
knowledge that any of the packets got through, there’s a chance they didn’t.

20
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You can leave most of these settings to their default values. Just set the SSID/PW, and if you’re using the gateway
as the access point, then that would default to 192.168.4.1, which is also the target IP. Because connection speed is
important here, select a static IP, which I normally use 192.168.4.100, 192.168.4.101, etc. . . Here’s a good subnet
calculator
The message sent out is formatted like this: “<trigBoard Name> <Event>, <battery>” or as a real example: “test
trigBoard 1 Contact Still Open-18-, 4.14V”
TCP
This was added in Firmware 12/20/20 - make sure you have the latest Firmware Installed
The inspiration for adding TCP messaging came from the need for an ultra reliable home security system. The only
downside here is that TCP may hurt battery life slightly since a full handshake between the trigBoards and receiving
device occurs on every event. Also, if the handshake fails, the trigBoard will attempt a number of retries.

2.4. Supported Services
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The settings here are very similar to UDP, set the SSID/PW for the gateway and set target IP and static IP. Note that
the port is fixed to 80. The retries value is how many full attempts the trigBoard will make before going back to sleep.
This actually reconnects to the SSID, so be careful setting the WiFi Timeout value above - may want to lower this in
case you loose the gateway or make a mistake in here and the board cannot connect. That means that to re-enter the
configurator mode, you will have to wait for all failure attempts. So if WiFi timeout is 10seconds, and retries is 10,
then you’ll need too wait for 100seconds. This of course is only if it can’t connect.
The message sent out is formatted like this: “<trigBoard Name> <Event>, <battery>$$$<timestamp>” or as a real
example: “test trigBoard 1 Contact Still Open-18-, 4.15V$$$34743” the reason for the unique timestamp there is just
in case the gateway receives the message, but then a retry is attempted. So that means that the acknowledgment back
to the trigBoard failed and it attempted the retry. The gateway will see the same message and know that the trigBoard
is just trying again, not that it’s a unique event from that same trigBoard, which would be like the front door opening
and closing twice quickly.

2.4.6 MQTT
Similar to UDP, but if you’re using the raspberry pi or something to run your home automation system, and it’s all
based on MQTT messaging, then this will work great for that. This also works great with Home Assistant

22
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2.4. Supported Services
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2.5 Hardware
Special Hardware on the trigBoard

Ultra Low Power Real Time Clock RV-8263-C7
* Can check if sensor contact is still open/closed after
timeout
* Check battery voltage at some interval or even
“phone home”
* Read sensor data every hour or whatever and send to
cloud or “fetched”

3.3V Switched Power Supply
* Anytime the board is triggered, the 3.3V Supply is
enabled
This is how the sleep current is so low, power is
completely removed
24
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2.5.1 Trigger Input
The positive pin is tied to the 4.2V Source boosted from the battery. The Negative pin is the actual sensor input, which
requires a rapid cross through ~3V in order to wake the trigBoard up. Typically just a switch of some kind is used
across the sensor input like window/door sensors. You’ll notice all of the interesting projects that use this input for
more than just a dry contact input, but the interesting thing to note is this input requires this rapid cross through ~3V
in order to trigger. Sometimes “slow moving” inputs need to sped up - like in the case of the water detector, so in that
case a MOSFET is used to create a “hair trigger”. But also, there are certain applications where the input is very quick,
or rapidly switched, so depending on what the trigBoard is hooked up to, it is important to understand the timing specs:
Timing Specifications
The input must be open or closed for at least ~200mS in order to wake the trigBoard.
Testing with a relay to open/close within 100ms, here you can see does not wake the trigBoard (videos are slow):

But works fine at 200ms:

If you have a “button” style input, where someone could quickly tap the button, then the trigBoard may not wake. In
this case, here is a simple RC circuit you can build to stretch the wake signal long enough:

2.5. Hardware
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2.5.2 Pinout
Reference for the expansion pins:
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For expansion - randomnerdtutorials has a great guide on what pins do what. Just be careful with the pins marked
above with the hazard symbol. These pins can be used, but just make sure that the mode they’re configured for does
not interfere with the normal operation of the board. For example, the GPIO12 cannot be held high during boot up, or
the ESP32 will never fully boot up and execute the code. Also, on board is an RTC using the I2C port, so that same
port can be used for other I2C devices, just as long as there’s no address conflict.
trigBoard Pin Usage At the core of the trigBoard, it’s just a tricked out ESP32 development board with some incredible low power capability. Power is actually removed from the ESP32 in order to accomplish the single digit uA
standby current. This is important to note since the 3.3V rail is controlled by the wake circuitry. If needed, the base
firmware can be completely overwritten by whatever custom application that fits the needs of the user. These are the
pins used by the wake circuitry on the trigBoard, which can be used by the user for the custom application:

IO36 AINPUT Battery Pin for analog measurements of the battery voltage
IO0 OUTPUT LED pin - drive low to turn LED ON, but be careful with this pin, since also used by the auto reset
circuitry.
IO16 OUTPUT Power Latch Pin - this pin can be driven high to keep power latched to the ESP32. When the board

2.5. Hardware
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wakes up, this pin is driven HIGH immediately to keep power applied while the wake source is determined and
unlatched. When the board is ready to go back to sleep, this pin can be written LOW.
IO17 OUTPUT Kill Power Pin or UnLatch Pin - The sensor input utilizes two latches for the normally open/closed
inputs. When the board wakes, these latch inputs can be read in, then unlatched with this pin by writing it HIGH.
IO18 INPUT Contact Opened Latch Pin - If low, the sensor input has got from closed to open.
IO19 INPUT Contact Closed Latch Pin - If low, the sensor input has got from open to closed.
IO23 INPUT Contact Status Pin - real time status of the contact - HIGH = Contact is OPEN, LOW = Contact is
CLOSED
IO27 INPUT Wake Button Pin - LOW = Button was pressed
IO21 & IO22 Used by the RTC at I2C address 0x51

Warning:
• Logic Level is 3.3V on expansion pins - make sure to properly level shift if external device is powered by
VBAT.
• 4V2 pin is always powered at 4.2V even if battery voltage is lower - this can be used to power devices if
needed
• 3V3 pin is the switched 3.3V power to the board when triggered. Useful for polling sensors on wake event
(RTC/or Input)
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2.5.3 Battery
The greatest feature in the trigBoard is its amazing low standby current, so it is important to select a battery that gives
the longest run time. There are a couple considerations to factor in:
• What is the target run time? Usually how many years?
• How often will the trigBoard wake up? Like for a door, how many times a day will that door open?
To get started quickly, let’s take an example:
• 1200mAh battery from adafruit
• The board is hooked up to a door and is opened once an hour
• Pushover used to send the notification

2.5. Hardware
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Battery Capacity
Awake Device Consumption
Awake Time
Sleep Device Consumption
Sleep Time
Battery Life

1200mAh
60mA
5sec
2uA
1hr
1.2852 years!

These parameters can be entered into the tool here: (make sure to enable advanced mode!)
Calculator
Current Consumption Data
Lithium Battery 3.7V

3.7V Wifi Connection to Pushover
Awake Device Consumption
Awake Time

52.9mA
4.3sec

3.7V Wifi Connection UDP Message 20 packets
Awake Device Consumption
Awake Time

30

63.1mA
1.9sec
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3.7V Sleep Current
Sleep Device Consumption

2.5. Hardware

0.861uA
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AAA Batteries 3.0V

3.0V Wifi Connection to Pushover
Awake Device Consumption
Awake Time

67.5mA
4.3sec

3.0V Wifi Connection UDP Message 20 packets
Awake Device Consumption
Awake Time

32

74.4mA
2sec
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3.0V Wifi Connection TCP Message
Awake Device Consumption
Awake Time

3.0V Sleep Current
Sleep Device Consumption

2.5. Hardware

68.9mA
2sec

1.05uA
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Recommended Batteries

Warning:
• Operating voltage range is 1.8-5V, but the recommended operating voltage is 2.5-5V.
• Reverse polarity protection is built-in, but pay attention to polarity!
• Make sure the low battery threshold is set properly in the configurator for the particular battery topology
• Two AAA batteries in series (3V) is highly recommended, since they will have a low self-discharge rate, they’re
easily replaceable, they’re small,they’re safe, wide operating temperature, and can have good capacities. For
example, the Energizer Ultimate Lithium Batteries may yield 1200mAh! The trigBoard product page provides
a compatible holder, but these exist elsewhere as well: Like this
• Other Combinations of AAA or AA If extremely long battery life is needed, could use AA instead of AAA
batteries, or even three in series.
• Lithium Batteries Adafruit has a nice selection of these kinds of batteries - any of these will work
• ESP32 Settings The trigBoard is flashed with the base firmware to operate the processor at 80MHz. This
reduces the current draw from the battery when the trigBoard. From 240MHz to 80MHz, the savings can be
20-30mA. Also note that the precompiled bin files on the git page are all with an 80MHz speed.

2.5.4 Mechanical
Enclosure This is a simple enclosure designed to house the trigBoard and a AAA holder. This is available for sale as
an option on the Tindie page, but you can print yourself. Here are the files:
Lid STL
Base STL
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Step Cad Model Here is the 3D model for the trigBoard - this can be used to design your own enclosure:
trigBoard Step File

Online 3D viewer Click here with password “trigboard”

2.5.5 Removing the Cables
Removing the cables can be tricky, since they practically lock themselves in. Pulling on the wires is risky, since you
may end up damaging the cable by pulling the wires completely out from the connector. . . this happens all the time.
Safest way to remove the plugs is with a pair of pliers and carefully only pulling on the plug. Even this is not easy, so
I designed a simple “plug puller” board to make this very easy. Works best by inserting on the “key’ed” side of the
plug:

Every trigBoard now ships with one of these boards, but can also be purchased separately in the Tindie store

2.5.6 Screw-Terminals
The trigBoard is bread-board “friendly” meaning that 0.1” headers can be soldered in to allow for easy development.
But for more permanent installations, screw down terminal blocks can be used.

2.5. Hardware
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These need to be 2.54mm(0.1inch) pitched terminal blocks - the ones shown here were purchased here but these
are widely available and maybe not all 9 pins are needed for each side, so could use any pin-count required by the
application.
I recommend placing some kapton tape down before soldering the terminal block just to insulate the pins on the ESP32
module from the terminal pins - just as a precaution:
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2.5. Hardware
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2.6 Firmware Updates & Programming
2.6.1 Check Version
Every trigBoard shipped is pre-programmed with a release of the base firmware, but this is under heavy development,
so it is a good idea to first check to make sure you have the latest version loaded. Here’s how to check that:
• Launch the Configurator Tool, hold the wake button on the trigBoard until the LED is flashing, then connect to
the board from the Configurator. At the top of the page, you’ll see the date code of the firmware:

• Head over to the releases git page and see if there is a newer date code:

If a newer version exists, don’t worry because it’s very easy to upload - even wirelessy using OTA (OVER THE AIR)
updates

2.6.2 Wireless Updates (OTA)
Here is a quick video showing the complete process to update the Firmware using OTA:

Hint:
Something went wrong? Here are some troubleshooting tips:
- Make sure the trigBoard is connected to the same network as the computer running the trigUpdater app
- If your FW is older, OTA was really not reliable, so just keep trying. . . it should eventually complete. If not, you
can check out uploading over USB.
2.6. Firmware Updates & Programming
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- Make sure the battery is fresh/fully charged
The latest bin file can always be downloaded from the releases git page
The trigUpdater app for your OS can be downloaded from here
Alternate OTA Method
I also created an updater app with Python/Java, so here is that tutorial:
• The GUI can be downloaded here - you can download the entire zip, then just run the application for
your operating system. You can download the latest BIN file from the Github Repository for the V8
Base Firmware inside the OTA folder
Warning: When using the GUI, you might get a pop-up about installing an old version of Java - just
make sure to install the latest version and it should work

2.6.3 USB Updates
This is a long video showing how it can be done, but also useful for other ESP32 projects:

2.6.4 Compiling/Uploading Base Firmware
Latest code can always be found in the Github Repository
Boards are always shipped with the release code which can be found at the releases git page
Warning: Modifications to the base firmware are encouraged, but be careful that you fully understand the existing
base firmware functionality. The firmware is responsible for both wake and shutdown functions.
Board Settings From Tools Menu
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Versions Prior to Release 8/16/21
* Arduino IDE v1.8.10
* ESP32 v1.0.4 - in boards manager, after this boards manager url in preferences
https://dl.espressif.com/dl/package_esp32_index.json
* PubSubClient Library v2.7.0
* PushSafer Library Forked HERE Thanks to Brian Lough
* Arduino Json Library v6.13.0

Versions with latest 8/16/21
* Arduino IDE v1.8.15
* ESP32 v1.0.6 - in boards manager, after this boards manager url in preferences
https://dl.espressif.com/dl/package_esp32_index.json
* PubSubClient Library v2.8.0
* Arduino Json Library v6.18.0
* UniversalTelegramBot Library v1.3.0

Warning:
For USB Programming
I recommend using the KD Circuits Designed FTDI USB-Serial Converter
Jumpers set to 3.3V and OFF

You need to power the board from the battery connector NOT the USB-Serial Converter
Don’t worry though the power pin on the programming header is not connected. 5V logic level on the
programming header CAN damage the ESP32 though.
For development purposes, you can power the board by the 3.3V pin directly by applying 3.3V volts
Make sure to not have anything connected to the battery input and also note that the board will not sleep
now. Some people like this for testing code out and it makes it easier to upload, since you don’t have to
wake up before uploading.

2.6.5 Custom Firmware
The trigBoard uses the popular ESP32 WiFi+Bluetooth module, which is great due to the extensive resources and
support for this platform. The base firmware can be used as-is, but many users prefer to connect to their own service or
do other unique things, while enjoying the ultra low power capability with the trigBoard. This is easy enough though,
but is suggested to modify the base firmware and utilize the “low power engine”. Let’s review the void setup()
function to see how custom code can be embedded (just note this may be slightly outdated, but all still applies)
void setup() {
pinMode(ESPlatchPin, OUTPUT);
digitalWrite(ESPlatchPin, HIGH);
pinMode(LEDpin, OUTPUT);
Serial.begin(115200);
checkWakeupPins();
loadConfiguration(filename, config);
rtcInit(config.timerCountDown, false);
(continues on next page)

2.6. Firmware Updates & Programming
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(continued from previous page)

Serial.println(getBattery(), 2);
if (pushLogic()) { //decide if push will occur or nt and what message will
˓→

be
if (wiFiNeeded) {
if (connectWiFi()) {
pushOver();
pushSafer();
ifttt();
mqtt();
}
}
udp();
tcp();
}
killPower();
waitForButton();
initBluetooth();

}

In the loop, you’ll notice that not much happens. This is because the trigBoard is designed to only run the code in
the setup, then go to sleep. If it ends up in the loop, means that the user held the wake button and it’s handling the
bluetooth connection or an OTA (OVER THE AIR) firmware update. Because Pushover, Pushsafer, ifttt, etc are not
used then you can just delete all of this out. Your setup may look like this then:
void setup() {
pinMode(ESPlatchPin, OUTPUT);
digitalWrite(ESPlatchPin, HIGH);
pinMode(LEDpin, OUTPUT);
Serial.begin(115200);
checkWakeupPins();
loadConfiguration(filename, config);
rtcInit(config.timerCountDown, false);
Serial.println(getBattery(), 2);
if (pushLogic()) { //decide if push will occur or nt and what message will
˓→be
//*** CUSTOM CODE GOES HERE **
}
killPower();
waitForButton();
initBluetooth();
}

This code here still works with the configurator, which is important since that’s how the wake events are setup. But how
to use the wake message in the custom code? The message used to send push notifications is simply pushMessage
which is just a character array. The trigBoard name set in the Configurator is config.trigName - also a char array.
You experiment with this and Serial.print these out to the monitor so you can see how the message can be formatted.
Something else that is extremely useful is using the unused Configurator settings for other things - for example, since
now you’re not using Pushover, Pushsafer, etc. . . you can enable those in the Configurator and set values there too be
used in your custom code. Like if you need to add an API key to your custom code, just use the Pushover API key
config.pushAPIKey.
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2.7 Testing/Factory Programming
2.7.1 Factory Programming and Functional Checkout
Every trigBoard is Factory Programmed and tested using automated software:
That Processing CODE is here

2.7.2 FCC Testing
The trigBoard contains an FCC pre-certified module - (ESP32-WROOM-32D) That certification can be found here
and any of the other certifications can be found here
The board was still tested for non-intentional radiation and passed with no issues - the board was tested with both a
3V and 2V input:

2.7. Testing/Factory Programming
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See contact page to request more information

2.8 Contact
If any questions or business inquiries, please contact KD Circuits directly
I also created a Discord, so if you did not get invited yet to it, send me an email and I’ll get you the link. All active
development and collaboration is discussed there.
All active development discussed up here:

2.8. Contact
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2.9 Arduino IoT Cloud - Temperature Monitor

Looking for a super easy and simple cloud service platform? This might be a good fit for you! There is also a free
version to get you started, so that’s a nice perk as well.
I was also happy to see they have a mobile app you can use to view your dashboards:

2.9. Arduino IoT Cloud - Temperature Monitor
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Note: You can setup very easily with this using any ESP32 board, but this tutorial is specific to using the trigBoard
and a temperature sensor. Hopefully, this tutorial will show you how to set this up with any kind of sensor with the
trigBoard (or no sensor at all - just contact status)

2.9.1 Wiring
You can use this without
The wiring is simple - just need an MCP9808 Breakout Board from Adafruit which is a very accurate, fast, and reliable
temperature sensor. Can also get these boards on Amazon for much cheaper.

2.9. Arduino IoT Cloud - Temperature Monitor
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Or even cleaner:

2.9. Arduino IoT Cloud - Temperature Monitor
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2.9.2 Arduino IoT Cloud Setup
First thing to do is login to your account at Arduino IoT Cloud
Then let’s just get started and create a device - will be a third party board:
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Will be ESP32, and select Dev Module:

2.9. Arduino IoT Cloud - Temperature Monitor
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Give the board a name!

Important save the Device ID and Secret Key - we’ll need these later

Now we see the device is created and can create a thing with variables:
56
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Then we create variables:

For example, and as you’ll see in the code, these variable names need to line up with the actual variable used in the
trigBoard code:

2.9. Arduino IoT Cloud - Temperature Monitor
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The example code uses three variables - pay attention to type (float, bool, etc) and since we’re just sending these up to
the cloud, are read only and the periodic time doesn’t matter.

You have a Device ID, Secret Key, and now save the Thing ID at the bottom of this page - You need all three

From there, it’s all pretty easy to create dashboards to visualize the data. In the future, we’ll look at how to pull this
data out of the Arduino Cloud to automate things, like turn something on/off on a threshold.

2.9.3 trigBoard Setup
The github repo is here
To compile this code as-is, you will need the MCP9808 library from Adafruit as well as the supporting libraries
for Arduino IoT Cloud. You can install all of these libraries from the Arduino IDE, you’ll find it: sketch>>Include
Library>>Manage Libraries Note, you are still compiling the base firmware, so go to the Firmware Page for what is
needed to do that
What’s really cool about this code is that it re-uses other fields in the trigBoard configurator to set this up to work with
Arduino IoT Cloud, so no need to hard code things.

2.9. Arduino IoT Cloud - Temperature Monitor
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Configurator
Pushover Key
Pushover API Token/Key
Push Safer Key
Message when Wake Button Pressed

Arduino IoT Cloud
Thing ID
Device ID
Secret Key
C or F

So then when you launch the configurator, you setup your WiFi credentials, the interval time in the timer settings, then
the Arduino IoT Cloud parameters.
Taking a look at the code, you’ll see how easy it is to modify variables - head over to the thingProperties.h tab:
void initProperties() {
ArduinoCloud.setBoardId(config.pushAPIKey);
ArduinoCloud.setSecretDeviceKey(config.pushSaferKey);
ArduinoCloud.setThingId(config.pushUserKey);
ArduinoCloud.addProperty(arduinoTemperature, READ, 1 * SECONDS, NULL);
ArduinoCloud.addProperty(arduinoBatteryVoltage, READ, 1 * SECONDS, NULL);
ArduinoCloud.addProperty(arduinoContact, READ, 1 * SECONDS, NULL);

When you scroll down there, you can see how the ArduinoCloud properties are added. These variables are declared as
globals at the top of this file:
float arduinoTemperature;
float arduinoBatteryVoltage;
boolean arduinoContact;

From there, these variables are stuffed with the data we want to send up to the cloud:
Head back over to the main tab, and you’ll see how this is done:
arduinoTemperature = atof(temperatureString);
arduinoBatteryVoltage = getBattery();
arduinoContact = contactStatusClosed;//arduinoContact=true when contact closed
initProperties();//ArduinoIoTCloud
sendArduinoIoT();

2.10 E-Paper Corona Display
This is a hard one to keep up to date, so make sure to check the epaper Corona GIT page for latest
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2.11 Cellular/Battery Backed System UDP/TCP

This is actually the preferred method for using the trigBoard - a complete low power system that relies on no existing
WiFi/Internet and can even get push notifications out when there is a power outage!
• A central Gateway is installed in the system, where an ESP32 is configured to be a WiFi Access point. By
default, the SSID is hidden for security purposes. This also means this is a private network hosted in the
trigBoard system, meaning any existing WiFi is not relied upon.
• trigBoard communication to the gateway is done using UDP messaging. This is very fast, and since no cloud
communication is needed, the trigBoard message can be sent out very quickly and it can go back to sleep faster
(saves battery life). This can be setup from the configurator with the base firmware.
• A Particle Boron is also on the gateway to provide cellular connectivity to send push notifications without the
need for existing WiFi/Internet connection. At the time of writing this, the data plan from particle is $3/mo
• Local monitors in the system can play mp3 files based on what even took place. Like if the Front Door is
opened, these monitors will immediately play a custom mp3 “The Front Door has Opened” These work on the
same private WiFi network hosted by the gateway - when a message is received by a trigBoard sensor, it is
immediately forwarded out to monitors.
• Battery Backed! Obviously all trigBoard sensors are all on batteries, but the gateway is battery backed by the
on-board Particle Boron battery connection. The monitors are also battery backed with the use of Adafruit’s
ESP32 Feather board having on-board battery connection and USB charging.
• KD Circuits has designed simple carrier boards for gateway and monitor boards - just bare PCB here, but easy
to solder together with all through hole components. $2/pc contact KD Circuits directly
Note: TCP was added in trigBoard base firmware 12/20/20 so now ultra reliable communication between trigBoards
and the gateway can be achieved. Surprisingly, the added handshaking involved with TCP does not significantly
increase the on-time of the trigBoard - still can be less than 2seconds. See Battery Page for plots comparing the two
methods. Everything you see below still applies - same hardware setup, just different firmware.

2.11. Cellular/Battery Backed System UDP/TCP
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Here’s a full step by step tutorial
Update for TCP support:

2.11.1 trigBoard Setup
This is actually the easiest part! The messages are sent out via UDP, so setup the trigBoard as you normally would,
but just enable udp from the configurator. Timer settings, open/closed, etc. . . are all however you want them to work.
Note:
Three things need to be decided
1-SSID will be whatever you want - pick something random like “ajhagwiuycgwerilucberw” just don’t use special
characters
2-Password also something random- AT LEAST 8 characters and nothing special
3-Port for the UDP messaging, I just use 1234 port is fixed to 80 for TCP
4-TCP will have a value for retries - may want to set this to 10
Write these down somewhere, we’ll need them for setting everything up

Here is my setup:
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• SSID Custom SSID to be used for this private network. This is only used by trigBoards in this system, so do
not use your existing WiFi credentials here. Make something up that is totally random. try to use just letters and
numbers, like “hgkjgKJGH687G” at least 8 characters. Keep this information somewhere secure, since we’ll
need to set everything else up and other trigBoards in the future.
• Password Same as SSID, something random, at least 8 characters like “jklhoilhJLKHHj8907h”
• Static IP You can set this to 192.168.4.102 if you’d like, or give each of your trigBoards something like
192.168.4.102, 192.168.4.103, 192.168.4.104 Just make sure to start at .102 and you could even give each
trigBoard the same ip address. The only risk there is if two trigBoards are triggered at the same exact time and
both have the same static IP address.
• Target IP Must be 192.168.4.1 - this is the ip Address of the gateway where the messages are all sent
• Target Port You can set this to anything you want, but I normally set to 1234
• Subnet Set to 255.255.0.0
• Primary DNS Set to 8.8.8.8
• Secondary DNS Set to 8.8.4.4
• Blast Count Here is where you can get creative - UDP is a one way kind of message service, so how do we
know the message got through? Well we don’t and would take too much time to acknowledge back and forth,
so best to just send a blast of messages! I recommend 10-25 messages for this. The battery calculations were
done with a 20 message blast.
• Time Between Blasts This is the time between each message as they’re sent out. 10 has worked pretty good for

2.11. Cellular/Battery Backed System UDP/TCP
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all of my testing.

How to set which mp3 to play on which event
If using a Monitor to play mp3 files, setting this is done on each trigBoard through the configurator. Very Easy!
Each file on the SD card starts with a number, so these numbers are added in to the messages you set in the
configurator:

So you can see -5- or -7- or -2- is appended to the messages. If you don’t want a certain message to be played by the
monitor, just don’t add the number
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2.11.2 Gateway Setup

Hardware Needed
* trigBoard is ideal for the Private network side, but you can adapt this to any ESP32 board
* Particle Boron
* A good sized Lithium battery - you can see above that use a giant 5000mAh battery. The bigger the better so that if
you loose power, it will run for a long time. The Battery plugs into the Particle Boron which supports the Adafruit
Feather form factor, so any of the batteries they sell will work - always double check polarity though!!
* You can make life a lot easier if you purchase a gateway carrier board from KD Circuits - then just some spare
headers are needed to solder down the trigBoard (see picture above)

This is the PCB Design for reference:

2.11. Cellular/Battery Backed System UDP/TCP
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Note: Expansion pins from the trigBoard are brought out specifically for adding lights/alarms/etc. . . or even a
“silence button/switch”

Warning: Do not connect anything to the trigBoard’s battery or sensor connectors! The battery backup is provided
by the Particle Boron and continuous power is through the Boron’s micro USB port (just like the picture above)

Silent Button/Switch
This is completely optional, but the gateway code supports a silent button/switch to prevent messages from being sent
out only to the monitors. If you have these monitors installed throughout the house and you have a trigBoard
mounted on a high-traffic location, the monitor can get pretty annoying! Note that this code only silences the monitor,
not the particle, so the push notifications still go out. In the code, it’s easy to see how this works though, so you can
make this operate however you may need.
The switch is wired from GND to GPIO12 where CLOSED = SILENT
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trigBoard Gateway Software
UDP version UDP Gateway Git Repository
TCP version TCP Gateway Git Repository
Note:
• This is all based on the Base Firmware, so make sure you have all of those dependencies and versions of libraries
installed first.
• I use the same board settings as well
• Software Serial is used to communicate to the Particle Boron, so for the ESP32, I had to install EspSoftwareSerial first before compiling:

• USB-Serial Programming is recommended
• TCP version will need to install the ESPAsyncWebServer and AsyncTCP Libraries
UDP version - Configuration of the trigBoard settings is also done through the configurator! On bootup, you’ll notice
the Blue LED flashing - it will do this for about 5 minutes, allowing you to connect to it through the google chrome
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Configurator Tool You should see trigBoard Gateway now in the scan list.
Because this is a Gateway acting as the Access Point, you will not be connecting to any SSID, instead you
will specify the SSID and password for this private network. Most of the functionality in the configurator
- you set this here in WiFi SSID and Password - then click “Save and Connect. . . ”

Then the only other setting is when you enable UDP, you can set the port number. ALL OTHER SETTINGS DO NOTHING
Note: After saving the WiFi Settings for the gateway, YOU HAVE TO PRESS THE RESET BUTTON ON THE
TRIGBOARD This is because, the settings won’t take effect until the board boots up. You can test things at this point
with the USB-Serial Converter and look at the Serial Monitor debug window. When a trigBoard sends a message to it,
you should see some activity!
TCP version - SSID and PW are set in the AP tab in the Arduino Project: Serial.println(WiFi.softAP(“ssid”,
“password”, 1, 1, 8)); //ssid,pw,ch,hid,conn
Particle Software
This part is very easy once you get your Particle Boron Commissioned - follow the particle tutorials to get all set up
and running so that you see the breathing Cyan LED on the board. It would be a good idea to at least get familiar with
flashing code to the Boron from their web IDE
Then all you’ll do is paste the code in below, check you have the right board selected (bottom right of IDE), and flash
the board by clicking the lightening bolt symbol (upper left of IDE)
String str1,str2;
void setup() {
Serial.begin(115200);//debug
Serial1.begin(9600);//from trigBoard
}

on TCP version this is 57600

void loop() {
if (Serial1.available() > 0) {// new data came in
Serial.println("New Data");
str1 = Serial1.readStringUntil(',');//that's the separator
str2 = Serial1.readStringUntil('#');
sendData();
Serial1.flush();
}
}
void sendData(){
unsigned long startConnectTime = millis();
char pushMessage[50], pushName[50];
str1.toCharArray(pushName, str1.length() + 1);
str2.toCharArray(pushMessage, str2.length() + 1);
Serial.println(str1);
Serial.println(str2);
(continues on next page)
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String adaFruitData = "[{\"key\":\"house\", \"value\":\"";
adaFruitData.concat(str1);
adaFruitData.concat("\"}]");
Particle.publish("homeSecurityPost", adaFruitData, PRIVATE, NO_ACK);
String pushoverPacket = "[{\"key\":\"title\", \"value\":\"";
pushoverPacket.concat(str1);
pushoverPacket.concat("\"},");
pushoverPacket.concat("{\"key\":\"message\", \"value\":\"");
pushoverPacket.concat(str2);
pushoverPacket.concat("\"}]");
Particle.publish("pushover", pushoverPacket, PRIVATE);//then send to push over
˓→so we get the notifications on our mobile devices
Serial.print(millis() - startConnectTime);
Serial.println("ms to connect");
}

This code receives data from the trigBoard then sends out to the cloud - both to Pushover and to AdafruitIO. Why
both? Well you may want to do other things with this data, so Adafruit can keep a log of all of the notifications and
you can tie that to other things around the internet like IFTTT or even notify other trigBoard systems. Like let’s say
you have a remote system setup and you want your local monitors to speak when something in that location occurs.
You can have one Master system configured to also monitor an Adafruit feed to push data back out from the gateway
to the monitors. And Adafruit’s service is free, so we can set that up now and expand the system later on. Let’s set
these things up now:
1) Set up and account at io.adafruit.com
2) You’ll see something in there where to get your Adafruit IO Key - we’ll need this later for the webhook from
Particle to send data here
3) Create a new feed and call it something - this is where all notification data is sent - in my code above, all data is
sent to the feed named “house”. You can change this, but just make sure you also change in the code.
4) You probably already have this setup, but go and set up an account with pushover.net - the push notifications
will be sent here. We’ll need both the user and API keys - go here for instructions on where to get those
5) So now we’re all setup to create the webhooks needed for the Particle Boron to send data out to Adafruit and
Pushover. Head over to Integrations and create a new one and select Webhook. The Event Name can be whatever
you want, but note that my Boron Code above is calling “homeSecurityPost”, so if you do change this, make sure
to also change in the code. The URL is setup like this: https://io.adafruit.com/api/v2/krdarrah/groups/feeds/data
See the “krdarrah” in there? that’s where you’ll put your adafruit user name, and also make sure your settings look
like this:
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Expand the advanced settings and set the custom JSON data to look like this:
{
"feeds": [
{
"value": "{{{0.value}}}",
"key": "{{{0.key}}}"
}
]
}

Scroll down to the HTTP HEADERS and ADD ROW twice, so that you can add your Adafruit IO key and Host:

Everything else can be left alone, so you can save this and should be good to go with Adafruit IO. Let’s create
the Pushover Webhook next, so follow that same process in creating a new webhook with the Event Name called
“pushover”, URL = https://api.pushover.net/1/messages.json and change the settings so it looks like this:
70
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Next, we’ll go to the advanced settings and and add a couple rows and set this up like:
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You’ll notice where you paste in your user and API tokens from pushover.net. You can also change the sound of the
notification, but I’ve only ever used the bike sound, so not sure what options you have here.
Everything else can be left alone, so save this and you now have both webhooks good to go!
Power Outage Monitoring
One of the very useful things about having a system like this that uses a Battery-Backed Cellular modem is that you
can also send a message out even if there is a power outage. Using the Particle Boron makes this very easy to monitor
as well, since the onboard PMIC (power management IC) provides a status reading that we can call to see if the system
is powered from Battery or USB power.
NOTE You may need to update your OS - this has been tested on v2.1.0
Here’s a screenshot after unplugging the USB, waiting about 30seconds then plugging back in - pretty cool!!
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Only interested in power outage monitoring? Here is the code just for that
And a tutorial:
But if you’re adding this support into your existing trigBoard system, here is how that ties in:
String str1,str2;
(continues on next page)
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(continued from previous page)

bool onUSB = false;
bool onBattery = false;
bool lowBattery = false;
unsigned long pwrCheckTimeStart;//to check power every 10sec

void setup() {
Serial.begin(115200);//debug
Serial1.begin(57600);//from trigBoard
// INITIAL POWER CHECK
int powerSource = System.powerSource();
if (powerSource == POWER_SOURCE_BATTERY) {// ON BATTERY
onBattery = true;
onUSB = false;
}
else{// ON USB
onBattery = false;
onUSB = true;
}
if(onBattery){//bootup message alert so we know things are back online
str1 = "HOME Booting...";
str2 = "NO AC POWER";
sendData();
}else{
str1 = "HOME Booting...";
str2 = "AC POWER GOOD";
sendData();
}
pwrCheckTimeStart = millis();
}
void loop() {
// FROM ESP32 SERVER
if (Serial1.available() > 0) {// new data came in
Serial.println("New Data");
str1 = Serial1.readStringUntil(',');//that's the separator
str2 = Serial1.readStringUntil('#');
sendData();
Serial1.flush();
}
//********************
// POWER CHECK
if(millis()-pwrCheckTimeStart>10000){
pwrCheckTimeStart = millis();
int powerSource = System.powerSource();
if (powerSource == POWER_SOURCE_BATTERY) {// ON BATTERY
if(!onBattery && onUSB){// CHANGED FROM USB TO BATTERY
onBattery = true;
onUSB = false;
str1 = "HOME";
str2 = "AC POWER LOST";
sendData();
}
(continues on next page)
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}else if(onBattery && !onUSB){// CHANGED FROM BATTERY TO USB
onBattery = false;
onUSB = true;
str1 = "HOME";
str2 = "AC POWER IS ON";
sendData();
}
//and also check battery voltage
FuelGauge fuel;
float batteryVoltage = fuel.getVCell();
if(batteryVoltage < 3.5){// if less than this, send an alert
if(!lowBattery){
lowBattery=true;
str1 = "HOME";
str2 = "LOW BATTERY";
sendData();
}
}else if(batteryVoltage>3.7){//little hysteresis to prevent multiple messages
lowBattery=false;
}
}
//********************

}
void sendData(){
unsigned long startConnectTime = millis();
char pushMessage[50], pushName[50];
str1.toCharArray(pushName, str1.length() + 1);
str2.toCharArray(pushMessage, str2.length() + 1);
Serial.println(str1);
Serial.println(str2);

String pushoverPacket = "[{\"key\":\"title\", \"value\":\"";
pushoverPacket.concat(str1);
pushoverPacket.concat("\"},");
pushoverPacket.concat("{\"key\":\"message\", \"value\":\"");
pushoverPacket.concat(str2);
pushoverPacket.concat("\"}]");
Particle.publish("pushover", pushoverPacket, PRIVATE);//then send to push safer
˓→so we get the notifications on our mobile devices
Serial.print(millis() - startConnectTime);
Serial.println("ms to connect");
}

2.11.3 Monitor Setup
The monitor is what really makes this cellular system come together. These can play any mp3 file you want based
on a trigBoard event (see above for the trigBoard setup for how to assign mp3 files). I like to have these files be
announcements like “The front door has opened”, “The garage is still open”, etc. . . What’s also nice about the monitor
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is that it is also battery backed and connects to the same private network as the trigBoards do back to the gateway. A
“broadcast” UDP message is sent out from the gateway to all listening monitors with instructions as to which mp3 to
play.

Hardware Needed
• This is actually based on Adafruit’s ESP32 Feather board Why? well because this has the battery connector and
charging already on board.
• And you’re going to want a battery as well - might as well get one from adafruit I would say 1000mAh or so
would give a couple hours of backup power, but feel free to go as big as you want here.
• YX5300 mp3 board like this:

Ideally, this is a genuine YX5300 based board, but these are hard to find. Most will have a chip marked with some
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kind JC. . . These are not as good and don’t support all of the same commands as the YX5300. . . some say JC stands
for “Just Crap” Either way, I was able to get my Monitor Code to work with both, so you should be fine - just search
ebay/amazon/etc for YX5300 and you should see a board that looks like this. Also, don’t forget a microSD card nothing special or too big. You won’t need a lot of space. . .
• For the amplifier/speaker, I use these little kits based on the PAM8403

• In a quiet bedroom, you want this to be completely silent (no speaker hum), so I simply kill power to the
amplifier with a P-Channel Mosfet - TP0606N3-G
• A monitor carrier board from KD Circuits makes this project a lot easier. Everything is all setup for the Adafruit
Feather board, connections to the YX5300 board and P-CH MOSFET switch power to the Amplifier - contact
KD Circuits for more info on this board. Here is the design for reference:
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Connections
Adafruit ESP32
GND
3V3
33 (RX)
32 (TX)
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GND
VCC
TX
RX
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The 3.5mm audio jack that comes with the PAM8403 kit can be used to plug into the output of the YX5300 board and
wire into the audio input of the PAM8403 amplifier board:
3.5mm Audio Cable
WHITE
BLACK
RED

80
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Then the power for the PAM8403 amplifier will wire from the drain of the P-CH MOSFET, and hook up the speaker
(I use the right channel only)
Then that’s all there is to it! You can keep power always on with the USB cable to the Adafruit ESP32 board (and also
keeps the battery charged)
Adafruit ESP32 Monitor Software
UDP Version - trigBoard Monitor UDP Git Repository
TCP Version - trigBoard Monitor TCP Git Repository
*Big thanks to the YX5300 code found here!* salvadorrueda github
Just like the Gateway software, all of the same dependencies are needed as well as the ESPsoftware serial library.
If you can compile the gateway software, then you should be fine here. I also use the same board settings as the
trigBoard.
And just like the gateway, this board is also configured through the Configurator! On bootup, you’ll see the LED
flashing on the board (for 5min)- only when this is flashing can you connect to it from the Configurator. Only a few
settings are needed:
• Use the main WiFi Settings at the top of the configurator to connect to the private network. You can set this to
use a static IP if you want, but I recommend DHCP (static IP box unchecked). This actually appears to operate
with faster response times from the server.
• Scroll down and enable UDP. All of these settings are not used, except the port. Most people use 1234, but if
you’re using something else, you can change here. TCP does not use any of these settings.
mp3 files
These can be anything you want, but I like the announcements “The Front Door has opened” I create these mp3 files
here: ttsmp3.com
2.11. Cellular/Battery Backed System UDP/TCP
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Now, these files need to be named and follow a very specific file directory on the SD card. Everything is about keeping
the files in order, so create a folder and name is “01” and place all of your mp3 files in there. Recall that each trigBoard
message calls out a number, which corresponds to a specific mp3 file. You can just name these 000,001,002,003, etc. . .
or do it like how I have it here:

Then let’s take an example - you see how I set the trigBoard up to play “The backdoor has opened” and “the backdoor
has closed” again, you just append the message with a -#- where # is the track number

Note: I actually keep the exact files I use as part of my source code - so you can use those files as well if you want!

2.11.4 Repeaters - Range Extenders
If you need better range with this system, you can add repeaters. I found some NAT router code for the ESP32 that
seems to work pretty good, so I loaded this up on a couple Adafruit ESP32 boards (with batteries). You can find that
code on martin-ger git page
Then load the binaries directy onto an ESP32. . . I have plans on making a video testing the capabilities of using these,
like do they actually work for this trigBoard application? I’ve had them installed for months without issue, but not
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sure if all trigBoards communicate directly with the gateway or through the repeaters. I did get a chance to test this
out:

2.12 Door Bell Monitoring

Simple as it sounds - get a push notification when the door bell rings! Most doorbell systems are AC powered by a step
down transformer off of AC MAINS to ~16VAC. Be careful with your wiring make sure to disconnect power before
making connections and also note that your system may be different!
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2.12.1 Relay Method Reccomended

This is the recommended method, simply because after a week of testing with the Electromagnet method, the Fed-Ex
guy just smacks the door bell. . . so it barely rings. This is not enough time to wake the trigBoard, so I decided to use
a 12VDC relay with regulator. Along with some large capacitors, this keeps the relay coil energized long enough to
wake the trigBoard even with the fastest button press.
Full tutorial:
Parts
• Diodes are just simple 1N4007 but it’s nothing special, so just as long as it can block ~24V or so, it should work.
• Input Capacitors are 220uF Electrolytics, MAKE SURE THEY ARE AT LEAST 24V RATED. These would be
good and same with the ceramic 0.1uF and one 100uF
• Most 12VDC relays would work, just as long as the coil current is low. This is what keeps the coil energized
just from the capacitors if the button is quickly pressed. The one I used is a G5Q-14 DC12
• The 12V regulator is just what I had lying around, but it works nicely and can handle up to 35Vin. Just a simple
L7812CV
Install
Not the best, but I soldered everything together, then just just wrapped the whole thing in electrical tape:
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Programming
Well none needed! The base firmware out of the box will work! Just choose the way you want to be notified from
the supported services page and just set to only wake on Contact Opening. The reason for this is in that case when
the button is pressed very quickly, the board may wake up and and by the time it checks the contact, it will already be
closed. So easiest to just trigger on the closure of the contact, or when the button is released.
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2.12.2 Electromagnet Method

The trigBoard has a simple dry contact trigger input, so this circuit works by 1/2 have rectifying the 16VAC, so we
have a DC voltage to excite the electromagnet. A couple capacitors smooth that out somewhat and a flyback diode in
there takes care of the collapsing field when you release the button.
Parts
• Diodes are just simple 1N4007 but it’s nothing special, so just as long as it can block ~24V or so, it should work.
• Capacitors are 220uF Electrolytics, MAKE SURE THEY ARE AT LEAST 24V RATED. These would be good
• Electromagnet is rated for 24VDC, even though we’re hitting with less voltage, it’s still enough to trip the reed
switch. Just a cheap one from Amazon
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• trigBoard and Reed switch from Tindie store - I actually snipped the bare reed switch out of the magnetic sensor,
to get it closer to the electromagnet.

Install
I was able to build the circuit just by twisting all of the leads together - watch your polarity on everything:
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Then just taped that all up to make it safe leaving the two leads exposed to connect to the doorbell terminals.
I found that the reed switch needs to installed very close to the center of the electromagnet plate. And also the
orientation is important - the magnet needs to pull the contact closed, so make sure you have it like this with electrical
tape on the electromagnet so you don’t short out the switch leads:
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Once that’s taped down, just cover and tape the whole thing down and you’re good to go!
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Will post pics of it in the doorbell and video soon
Programming
Well none needed! The base firmware out of the box will work! Just choose the way you want to be notified from the
supported services page and just set to only wake on Contact Closing and give it a message!

2.13 Garage Door Monitor
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Ever have that feeling that you left the garage open? Well you can use trigBoard to monitor and door/window easily,
but the garage door can be tricky to interface with a magnetic sensor. Here is an easy way using a tilt sensor (mercury
switch) This works so much better, because the garage door does not open/close very smoothly. The shock and
vibration of the door will often trigger “double taps”, sending out multiple push notifications.
Warning: Mercury is a hazardous substance! Make sure you are fully aware of the dangers in using a mercury
switch: EPA’s Website here and how to clean up here Only do this at your own risk!
Full tutorial:

2.13.1 Parts
• The mercury tilt switch I’m using was purchased on eBay:

And that’s pretty much it, I just soldered this to a JST PH2.0mm connector

2.13.2 Install
First I made sure I had the mercury switch oriented properly in the enclosure:

In a garage, things get bumped around and smashed, so I decided to fully seal in the switch with RTV, but maybe
epoxy would work better:

2.13. Garage Door Monitor
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And you see that I have the mercury switch mounted away from the wall of the enclosure to get full coverage around
the switch:

Then just covered it with RTV:
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Looks pretty good:
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Actually was able to use an existing screw and some VHB double sided tape to mount:
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2.13.3 Programming
None needed - base firmware works perfectly with this, so if you want to get notified when opens or closes, you set
that up all through the configurator. And same with if you want to know if left open, just use the timer functionality to
check if “still open”.

2.13. Garage Door Monitor
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2.14 Home Assistant
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trigBoard can send to Home Assistant out of the box! If you’re already familiar with Home Assistant, then you
already know how powerful this is and will be very happy to find that you can integrate the trigBoard in just a few
steps. This takes the trigBoard to a new level, because now you can tie this in to alerts, automations, monitoring, etc. . .
It’s also very easy to add sensors to the trigBoard and provide that additional data to your system.

2.14.1 Home Assistant Setup
First step is to make sure you have Home Assistant Installed (if you don’t already) - head over here and follow these
steps: Home Assistant Installation
Note - I am running Home Assistant on a Raspberry Pi 3 64bit
Make sure you’re in advanced mode:

Take note of the IP address:

2.14. Home Assistant
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2.14.2 MQTT Mosquitto Broker Add-On
Supervisor>>Add-on Store

Search for “mqtt”
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Go and install, then start:

2.14. Home Assistant
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Then just for reference, here is my configuration tab and note the MQTT port we’re going to use:
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Now go to Configuration>>Integrations>>Click Configure in the MQTT block>>Click Submit in the popup window

2.14.3 trigBoard Setup
Launch the configurator as you normally would when setting up the trigBoard - hold wake button until Blue LED is
flashing. Can go here for reference on all parameters: Configurator Tool
Setup the WiFi network settings first and make sure you get a connection, then setup the messages:
The only requirement here for all of your messages is that they contain no spaces or commas, because we’re going
to use these characters for parsing on the Home Assistant side. Also, I recommend setting the battery threshold low,
so that it never sends the low battery alert. Reason is because the low battery alert message would be a second packet
for you to parse out. . . when really, you don’t need this alert since you will already have the ability to use the battery
voltage to generate alerts within the Home Assistant system. If you have a trigBoard that rarely wakes and reports its
status, but still want battery monitoring, you could set the timer to check if the contact is still open/closed and just set
those messages to the same as your normal open and close messages like this:

2.14. Home Assistant
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or could use STILL_OPEN/CLOSED and just setup automations to detect these - that works too!

MQTT Settings
1- Enable MQTT
2- Enable Security
3- Enter in same credentials you use to login to Home Assistant
4- Default port is fine at 1883
5- Server is the IP Address of your Home Assistant Server - see above on where you can find this
6- Important The topic is the identifier for this trigBoard and will be unique for this board. Choose something
descriptive and take note of what you entered.
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2.14.4 Home Assistant Yaml
We’ll be using the File Editor to make changes to the configuration.yaml file, so go an install/start that just as shown
above for Mosquitto

I like to keep this in the sidebar for quick access:

Launch the file editor and make you are editing the configuration.yaml file:
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Here is where we’re going to add the trigBoards (more advanced users may keep this config elsewhere)
Let’s start by adding a sensor subscribed to that same topic we had set in the trigBoard Configurator:
sensor:
- platform: mqtt
state_topic: "frontdoor"
name: "Front Door"
icon: mdi:door

Which looks like this when you paste it in:

Save that:
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Go to Configuration>>Server Controls>>Check Configuration

If all good, you can scroll down a bit and click “MANUALLY CONFIGURED MQTT ENTRIES”

Testing
Let’s make sure you see the trigBoard - Developer Tools>>**STATES** and look for your newly created entity:

2.14. Home Assistant
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If you look at its state while opening/closing the contact, you should see the normal trigBoard message.
Parsing
Within the Developer Tools, go to the TEMPLATE tab:
Here we can experiment with parsing, first just to look at the raw message:

If we split by the space character:

Now we can select the part of the message we want:
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And we can split again to get rid of that comma:

And we can the same thing to get the voltage and strip out the unit:

Final Config
With this knowledge, we can use a value_template in the YAML file to automatically pull this information out of the
trigBoard message. We need to create two sensors for both status and voltage. Note that you can add a custom MDI
Icon and give a unit:
sensor:
- platform: mqtt
state_topic: "frontdoor"
name: "Front Door"
value_template: "{{ value.split(' ')[1].split(',')[0] }}"
icon: mdi:door
- platform: mqtt
state_topic: "frontdoor"
name: "Front Door Battery"
value_template: "{{ value.split(',')[1].split('V')[0] }}"
icon: mdi:battery
unit_of_measurement: "V"

Which looks like this in the file:
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Don’t forget to save and reload MQTT entries!
Now you’re all set - head over to Overview and click the 3 dots in the upper right to edit your dashboard. Go ahead
an take control of the Lovelace UI, then create an Entity Card and you should be able to add in the trigBoard:
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And now you have a trigBoard in your dashboard!

With these entities, you can go nuts with this! Create conditional cards to show custom text when these states change,
automations to run actions based on events (even have your Alexa/Google speak!), or really anything you want from
here!

2.14.5 Custom Sensors
Want to add a temperature sensor to the trigBoard? Maybe report status of something along with the message? This is
very EASY
First step is to make sure you can compile/upload the Base Firmware

2.14. Home Assistant
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The key is to just concat the data onto the existing message - here is a snippet from a sensor I have that samples a
GPIO pin:

You see how it’s just a comma separated value added to the end of the push message? That’s all you need, since this is
super easy to then pull out from the value_template, like in this case I only needed battery voltage and this new value
for state:
sensor:
state_topic: "trigSolarTester"
name: "trigSolar Voltage"
icon: mdi:car-battery
unit_of_measurement: "V"
value_template: "{{ value.split(',')[1].split('V')[0] }}"
- platform: mqtt
state_topic: "trigSolarTester"
name: "trigSolar State"
icon: mdi:solar-power
unit_of_measurement: "V"
value_template: "{{ value.split(',')[2] }}"
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Or here’s another example adding a temperature value:

And same as before, this sensor is on a timer and wakes every minute to send data - I only care about voltage and this
new temperature value:
sensor:
- platform: mqtt
state_topic: "MCP9808_OUTSIDE"
name: "Back Porch Temperature"
icon: mdi:temperature-fahrenheit
unit_of_measurement: "F"
value_template: "{{ value.split(',')[2] }}"
- platform: mqtt
state_topic: "MCP9808_OUTSIDE"
name: "Back Porch TempSensor Voltage"
icon: mdi:car-battery
unit_of_measurement: "V"
value_template: "{{ value.split(',')[1].split('V')[0] }}"

2.14.6 Plotting with Grafana+InfluxDB
This takes plotting your data to the next level - just look at this dashboard I created:

2.14. Home Assistant
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Install InfluxDB
Same as before: Supervisor>>Add-on Store, then search for InfluxDB Go ahead and install/start that:
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Once started, go into InfluxDB and click the InfluxDB Admin icon:

Create a new database and call it homeassistant

2.14. Home Assistant
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I changed my duration to 7d

Click on Users and create a new user called homeassistant and choose a password:

Don’t forget to change the permissions to ALL

While we’re in here, add a user for Grafana as well and also give ALL permissions:

Go back to Supervisor and select InfluxDB and click the Documentation tab - scroll down a bit to the Yaml snippet COPY this:
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Head back over to your file editor to modify your configuration.yaml file and paste this in there, but note that the
database name, user, and password all match up with what we have created in the InfluxDB admin page:
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Finally, give your Home Assistant a restart: Configuration>>Server Controls and click RESTART
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Install Grafana
Supervisor>>Add-on Store, then search for Grafana Go ahead and install/start that:

2.14. Home Assistant
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Once started go into the Documentation tab - and COPY this URL:

Go to the configuration tab and make sure SSL is false:

Now open up Grafana and click the configuration icon and go into the Data Sources:
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Add a data source:

Search for InfluxDB and select that:

That URL we copied can be pasted here now:

2.14. Home Assistant
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Enter in the homeassistant InfluxDB, then the user and password is the one we created for Grafana - Save & Test and
you should see this:

Create a Dashboard
In Grafana, go and create a new dashboard, then add an empty panel:
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Here we have a query where we can select anything we want to plot or even just display in text. I use it to create a

2.14. Home Assistant
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beautiful looking dashboards.
If we wanted to pull in and plot the battery voltage from a trigBoard, we can run a query like this:

Then looks like this:

Then if you save this dashboard, you can share, then copy the link out:
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In your Home Assistant Dashboard, you can now create a webpage card and paste that URL in:

Now you have Grafana plots in your Dashboard!
Note that you can modify that URL to include the time frame and I recommend enabling kiosk mode, so only the plot
is shown - here’s an example:

2.14. Home Assistant
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http://homeassistant.local:8123/api/hassio_ingress/
˓→lT8ixi8MuSreoBQVVB9bjFyRyfmXki0Z5rnit7RGHWo/d/xc8gaT9Mk/trigsolartest?orgId=1&
˓→refresh=30s&kiosk&from=now-24h&viewPanel=2

See the kiosk label in there, the auto refresh time at 30sec, the time frame is now-24hr to give last 24hours
Here’s a query I needed for an ESPhome device to get its state:

2.14.7 trigBoard activated WiFI Light Bulb
Want to do something useful with the trigBoard? In my house here, when I open the door into the garage, wouldn’t be
handy to turn a light on automatically? Well this is a perfect application for trigBoard + Home Assistant. Even better,
this trigBoard can still send push notifications out using any of the other services - you’re just enabling MQTT as a
next step in the sequence in the logic for when the trigBoard wakes. You’ll see below how this can be done.
WiFi Bulb Setup
I didn’t want to have to deal with re-flashing a cheap WiFI bulb or worry about a gateway with ZigBee bulbs, so I
decided on a TP-Link “Kasa” KL110 bulb picked up on Amazon
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Run through the normal setup as given by the manufacturer:
1 - Screw the bulb into a powered outlet
2 - Download the Kasa App - no need to setup an account (I skipped this step)
3 - Top right “+” button to add device - give it permissions, choose smart bulb, KL100 series
4 - Go to WiFI settings on your phone and connect to the “TP-LINK. . . ” bulb network
5 - Back to the Kasa app, click through the screens, connect the bulb to same network your Home Assistant is on,
then will eventually get you to a connected screen to let you name the bulb
6 - This name is important we’ll need it later when setting up in Home Assistant
7 - Just make sure you can turn the bulb on and off from the app - now we’re done with the app

Add TP-Link Integration to Home Assistant: Configuration>>Integrations, then bottom right click Add Integration,
search for TP-Link

I clicked the three dots in the integration, system options, then update:

2.14. Home Assistant
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In File Editor, we add the tplink device with the bulb name we had in the app:
tplink:
discovery: false
light:
- host: GarageLightBulb

Mine looks like this:

More info here
After saving that, I gave my Home Assistant a restart: Configuration>>Server Controls, then click Restart under Server
management.
Once things are back online, try creating a new Bulb card in a dashboard and see if you can select that Entity:
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You should be able to turn the bulb on and off and adjust brightness. IMPORTANT set the desired brightness you
want for the bulb here, then just turn it off. From the trigBoard, we’re just going to toggle it on/off.
Then that’s all we need to do with the Bulb!
trigBoard Setup

Note: If you’ve followed the guides above and already have a trigBoard displaying a state change, then you’re good
to go and can proceed to the next step, but this will show how to setup a trigBoard that is already in service and if you
only want to expand it’s features to now activate a light with Home Assistant
In this case, I have a trigBoard already sending push notifications per The Cellular Backed Setup using TCP so I really
didn’t want to modify any of my push messages or other parameters. This is no problem and easy enough to just
enable MQTT. NOTE you still need to make sure you have the Mosquitto Broker working within Home Assistant, so
make sure to follow guides above on setting up Home Assistant with the Broker.

1 - Launch the Configurator
2 - Set your WiFi Settings, then Save and Connect
3 - In my case, all of my parameters look like this, since this board is already in service:
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4 - Then just enable MQTT for Home Assistant and add your username/pw you use to login, IP address for the Server
(see “Home Assistant Setup” above to find this) and also give a unique Topic and take note of this:

5 - That’s it for the Configurator, you can now disconnect

Back to Home Assistant straight into the File Editor, you can add this sensor and note the value template - we’re just
going to take the full trigBoard message out here without the voltage (we don’t care about that for what we’re doing).
Note the topic here matches what was entered in the Configurator:
sensor:
- platform: mqtt
state_topic: "garageDoor"
name: "Garage Door"
icon: mdi:door
value_template: "{{ value.split(',')[0] }}"

This will produce these messages:
Side Door Opened-4Side Door Closed-5-

Go to Configuration>>Server Controls and click on the button to reset the MQTT entries “MANUALLY CONFIGURED MQTT ENTITIES”
You can go and create an entities card just to test and make sure you’re seeing the open/closed messages come through:
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All done!!
Automation Setup
You can get really creative here, but I’m boring and just want to turn that light bulb on for 5 minutes when the door
opens. . . that’s it! And so easy with Home Assistant!
Configuration>>Automations Then create a new Automation, and start with a empty automation:
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Give it a good name, then scroll down to triggers, and this is dead simple, we’re going to trigger on that trigBoard state
as it changes from closed to open.

2.14. Home Assistant
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Scroll down to Actions, and this is simple too, just turn that garage bulb on:
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So that turns the bulb on, but then to turn off after 5 minutes, I added a delay action for 5minutes, then another state
action to turn the bulb off:

That’s all there is to it! Don’t forget to save, then should be good from there!
2.14. Home Assistant
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2.15 Log to Google Sheet - IFTTT

Log trigBoard events to an online Google Sheet! This is very simple with IFTTT, but you will need to obtain a
free maker key - go to the Supported Services Page to set this up. Once you have the key, you can proceed with the
following steps. Also note that you can use this as a “backup”, so receive a push notification as well as an email. Just
enable any service you want and they’ll all fire off at once.
Create an Applet

Click Add
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Search for Webhooks

Select this

2.15. Log to Google Sheet - IFTTT
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This is important - the Event Name must Match the trigBoard Name you give in the Configurator
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“THAT” click Add

Search Google Sheets and select add row - note that you will have to link this to your google account

2.15. Log to Google Sheet - IFTTT
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The settings for the spreadsheet - give the sheet a name and note that Value3 is not used, so can delete that

2.15. Log to Google Sheet - IFTTT
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All set then - continue

Give the applet a custom name and finish up

2.15. Log to Google Sheet - IFTTT
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Launch the Configurator and set things up, WiFi, IFTTT enabled and put your Maker Key in, and set the
trigBoard name to the Event Name
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All set! Now you can test things out and you should see a spreadsheet

2.15. Log to Google Sheet - IFTTT
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Warning: I have seen some issues here where the spreadsheet is not automatically created. . . in that case, try
creating it manually per the path you have configured in the settings for this applet. If still having problems, you
can disconnect the link with Google from IFTTT and try re-creating the applet.
And after testing a couple events, all looks good! Note that you can go back into the settings for this applet and
modify how the logs are added. Also, multiple trigBoards can log to the same sheet, just add a prefix to the
contact open/close message while using the same trigBoard name. So name might be trigBoard, then contact
open message ” Garage Opened” and second trigBoard using same name could have its message ” Front Door
Opened”
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2.16 Motion Sensor - PIR
2.16.1 High Performance Option

Looking for a simple PIR motion sensor? This is not cheap, but is very high performance and when you pair it up with
the trigBoard, the average current is about ~3uA!!! That is insanely low for an always on PIR Motion sensor. This is
a genuine Panasonic EKMB1201111 sensor,

2.16. Motion Sensor - PIR
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Believe it or not, but they do have lower power versions available, but for the cost, the 2uA version is good enough:

Wiring is a piece of cake, just need to run an extra wire over to ground. Be careful with polarity - it does matter!
Match it up with the markings on trigBoard + goes to VDD and - to OUT, the wire over to the ground pin.
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I was then able to poke holes through the 3D printed case to make everything fit in a nice compact solution:

2.16. Motion Sensor - PIR
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2.16. Motion Sensor - PIR
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Then no coding is needed! The base firmware will work out of the box here, so just set the message for when the
contact closes to whatever you want and you’re good to go!

2.16. Motion Sensor - PIR
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2.16.2 Cheaper Option

This option uses a cheaper PIR sensor that you can get from Amazon. Note that it’s going to pull about 12uA, so that’s
still pretty good, just not as good as 2uA. . . Also note that this option requires some external circuitry and new code to
be loaded. This is because this PIR sensor output does not fully swing to the Vin. The message that is used though is
for the Wake Button. This is because the sensor shares this same wake source. Due to this, some special connections
and code are needed.
Motion Sensor Code is Here
The motion sensor is based on the AM312 and only pulls like 12uA - bought on amazon

You’ll also need a Schottky diode and 10k resistor. The connection will need to be made directly to the same pad
shared by the wake button:
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Warning: In the past I have ran into issues with these PIR sensors randomly triggering. . . so far with this setup
after running for a long time along a stairwell getting triggered multiple times a day, I have had no issues. Here is
fix if you do ever run into strange false triggers.

2.16. Motion Sensor - PIR
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Theory of Operation
The PIR Sensor shares this trigger with the wake button input, which is totally fine and in fact, you could also add
a normal contact to this is as well - then it becomes a door/window sensor and motion sensor! or even a water
detector/motion sensor? That would be pretty cool!
Sharing this trigger is fine, but that means if we do use the wake button, the message is the same as the PIR trigger. . .
no big deal. The wake button pulls that pin HIGH to 4.2V, which is why we have that diode in there. The PIR only
drives up to ~1V or so. That’s plenty to wake the board up, but without the diode you would damage the PIR anytime
you pressed the wake button. The code linked above is special because it monitors GPIO39 to see if it’s HIGH, then it
knows this is a PIR wake, not from the button. BUT, this is only 1V or so, so I actually have to analogRead this pin,
and also just wait for it to go back low before going to sleep again:
while (analogRead(PIRpin) > 500) { //wait for PIR to settle
int PIRread = analogRead(PIRpin);
Serial.println(PIRread);
delay(10);
}

2.17 Motion Activated mp3 Security System
This is a pretty cool project - an ultra low power 2uA motion sensor system that plays any mp3 you want when motion
is detected. Also has ability to only play the file during certain hours of the day and because it’s based on the ESP32,
you can also send push notifications.
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2.17.1 Parts Needed
- mp3 Player Board
- DC to DC Booster Module
- 10W Audio Amplifier
- Ultra Low Power PIR Sensor
- Speaker is nothing special. I experimented with a few random speakers I had lying around.
- Recommend using a pretty large battery for this, just because of the high peak currents when the trigBoard wakes
up. >2000mAh
- P-CH MOSFET - I used something I had lying around: DMP3010LK3Q-13 In my case, the PIR is always active,
but I only want to play audio within a certain time frame, so this gives the ability to keep the audio circuitry off
during the day when motion is detected. If that part isn’t available, just find something with that can support a couple
amps, VGS threshold >3V

2.17.2 Connections
Warning: The DC-DC booster modules need to be preset before installation. The 3.3V pin on the
trigBoard is only enabled when triggered, so you can wire this to the booster module, but DON’T
connect the output, until you adjust it for 12V using the trimpot. I did this with the trigBoard and just

2.17. Motion Activated mp3 Security System
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held the wake button until the LED starts flashing. That will keep the 3.3V rail up while you adjust
the booster output. Then you can disconnect the battery and finish the connections.

Download Diagram

Note: I added in a P-CH MOSFET to the design so that power to the audio circuit can be controlled.
This is nice because the 3V3 rail will always turn on when motion is detected, even if you don’t want to
play audio at that time. I added the MOSFET, so now, only during the active time frame the power to the
amplifier & mp3 board is enabled by driving pin 13 LOW from the code.
Note that the 12V connection is soldered directly to the amplifier board:
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2.17.3 Source Code
See Firmware Page for how to upload

Customized Base Firmware HERE

Note: This code adds support for the mp3 player board as well as using the RTC (Clock) to check the
current hour so that the dog bark is only enabled during a certain timeframe.

2.17. Motion Activated mp3 Security System
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2.18 Multiple Inputs

Do you have multiple inputs to monitor? Something like a pushbutton control panel? This may be an option for you!
Hint: This example monitors 4 normally closed push buttons, but can be modified easily to meet your needs.

Warning: This example does not maintain low current if any of the contacts remains closed! Ideally, this would
be for momentary events, since when all contacts remain in the open state, the standby current is ~1-2uA
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2.18.1 Connections

2.18.2 Code
Modified Code HERE

2.18.3 Theory of Operation
The idea here is simple, all of the switches there are “diode OR’ed” meaning if any of them close, the they will conduct
through the diode to trigger the sensor input. But how to know which one triggered the wake? That’s the reason for
the resistor dividers. Nice thing about the ESP32 is that there’s plenty of ADC pins, so just by dividing the 4.2V signal
in half with x2 10k resistors, we can just scan the 4 pins and see which has a high ADC reading:

2.18. Multiple Inputs
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That simple scan code added over in its own tab:
void scanMultiple() {
if (analogRead(SW1_ADC_pin) > 100)
strcpy(multiMessage, SW1_ID);
Serial.println("SW1 Detected");
}
if (analogRead(SW2_ADC_pin) > 100)
strcpy(multiMessage, SW2_ID);
Serial.println("SW2 Detected");
}
if (analogRead(SW3_ADC_pin) > 100)
strcpy(multiMessage, SW3_ID);
Serial.println("SW3 Detected");
}
if (analogRead(SW4_ADC_pin) > 100)
strcpy(multiMessage, SW4_ID);
Serial.println("SW4 Detected");
}
}

{

{

{

{

The pins and messages are defined in the main file - can set those messages to anything, note max length is 10 char
SW1_ADC_pin
SW2_ADC_pin
SW3_ADC_pin
SW4_ADC_pin

const
const
const
const

int
int
int
int

const
const
const
const

char
char
char
char
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SW1_ID[]
SW2_ID[]
SW3_ID[]
SW4_ID[]

=
=
=
=

=
=
=
=

33;
34;
35;
39;

"SW1";
"SW2";
"SW3";
"SW4";
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So the scan tab will decide which message to use based on which is high, then in the logic tab, it will append this to
the message as configured through the configurator.
And if using a cellular system with mp3 monitors, these messages can be used to indicate which mp3 to play:
const
const
const
const

char
char
char
char

SW1_ID[]
SW2_ID[]
SW3_ID[]
SW4_ID[]

=
=
=
=

"SW1-15-";
"SW2-16-";
"SW3-17-";
"SW4-18-";

For example:

2.18.4 Quick Press Connections
Since this could be for button inputs, sometimes these “presses” can be fast or a quick “tap”. The trigBoard needs the
contact input to be closed/opened for at least 200ms in order to register. For doors/windows/etc. . . this doesn’t matter.
This circuit adds in the delays needed to detect a quick press and also be able to read it in after wake:

2.18. Multiple Inputs
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2.19 Send an Email - IFTTT

Get an Email from the trigBoard! This is very simple with IFTTT, but you will need to obtain a free maker key - go
to the Supported Services Page to set this up. Once you have the key, you can proceed with the following steps. Also
note that you can use this as a “backup” notification, so receive a push notification as well as an email. Just enable any
service you want and they’ll all fire off at once.
Create an Applet

Click Add
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Search for Webhooks

Select this

2.19. Send an Email - IFTTT
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This is important - the Event Name must Match the trigBoard Name you give in the Configurator
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“THAT” click Add

Search Email

2.19. Send an Email - IFTTT
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Select the Email option
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2.19. Send an Email - IFTTT
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Default Email Message - can leave this as-is for now
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2.19. Send an Email - IFTTT
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Give your Applet a name and finish up

Launch the Configurator and set things up, WiFi, IFTTT enabled and put your Maker Key in, and set the
trigBoard name to the Event Name
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Then test the trigBoard - you should get an Email that looks like this!

2.19. Send an Email - IFTTT
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You can go back into the Applet settings and change how the Email is sent, note that we don’t use Value3, so
that can be deleted
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And that comes out like this then

2.19. Send an Email - IFTTT
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2.20 Smoke/CO Detector

Add trigBoard to an existing Smoke/CO Detector! This is something perfect for true peace of mind and originally
was only interested in smoke detection, but Carbon Monoxide is an added bonus here. The reason is because this
specific detector runs on two AA batteries which is perfect because that means we can also power the trigBoard. I was
able to find a test point on the board that goes HIGH to 3.3V when the alarm is ON, so that is what is used to go to the
sensor input of the trigBoard.
Warning: THIS SHOULD NOT BE DONE ON YOUR PRIMARY SMOKE/CO DETECTOR!!!! You are
making modifications to a life saving device, so there is a chance that this will not work at all - DO NOT RELY
ON THIS FOR LIFE SAVING NOTIFICATIONS. This is clearly not an end-product that you can truly rely on.
Should only be used to supplement an existing system.
PART 2 - Recommended Method
Smoke Detector
Found here on Amazon
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Teardown
I just used a guitar pick and slid around the case to break the tabs free. . . a screw driver would work as well:

2.20. Smoke/CO Detector
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Power
Connect up your JST Cable (PH2.0mm) to the battery contacts - CHECK POLARITY!
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2.20.1 Smoke & CO Detection Recommended
This is how I am currently using this system. I found that the two RED LEDs on the board can be used to wake the
trigBoard. Test points N59 (Smoke) and N43 (Carbon Monoxide). These are active LOW, but that is completely fine
and could even be used to determine “what” woke the trigBoard up and send a custom message based on Smoke/CO
detection. please contact me if this is of interest In order to wake on both signals, P-CH MOSFETS need to be wired
in parallel to the sensor input. VP2106 MOSFET From Digikey VP2106N3-G-ND
The 4.7uF capacitor is used help catch the CO detection pulses. The 100k is a bleeder resistor to reset the system,
while the 10ohm is to simply limit the current rush to charge the capacitor.

2.20. Smoke/CO Detector
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Note this doesn’t show the Capacitor/Resistor as required in the diagram

2.20. Smoke/CO Detector
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Then just like the next section, I just cut a notch in the vents to feed the wires out to the trigBoard. Also will be easy to
clean up those connections to the P-CH FETS - just showing things loose to better understand how things are hooked
up.

2.20.2 Smoke Detection Only
This was my first attempt at this, but then found that N23 pulses every 30 minutes or so for some kind of selfdiagnostics. This may be okay, but may also give false wakes on the trigBoard.
Sensor Input
We only need the negative input for this, so I removed the positive wire. I found that Test Point “N23” goes HIGH at
3.3V when the alarm is ON. or maybe N59 as described above just since this won’t pulse regularly
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2.20. Smoke/CO Detector
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Finishing Up
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Then would be pretty simple to cut a notch in the housing to route the wires out and mount the board right on top!
Firmware Setup
The base firmware supports this right out of the box! Just configure the device from the “Configurator” to wake on
Contact Close - then you’re all set. I might set the low battery alarm to be like 2.5V? That’s another nice feature here
is to get a low battery notification as well. . . like sometimes it’s hard to figure out which detector is beeping in the
house!

2.20. Smoke/CO Detector
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2.21 Solar Powered
2.21.1 trigSolar

With the ultra low power capabilities of the trigBoard, it only makes sense to match it up with solar power! The
trigSolar board was specifically designed with trigBoard in mind for both outdoor and indoor solar applications.
• Based on the Texas Instruments BQ25570RGRR Energy Harvesting IC with MPPT (Maximum Power Point
Tracking) and <1uA Quiescent Current Draw. Configured for 80% MPPT by default (most common for solar
panels)
• Built-in 2.5F High Quality Super Capacitor - allowing for continuous charge/discharge cycles with minimal
degradation across a wide operating temperature range. Can be operated with only a super capacitor making for
a battery free IoT system!
• Charge voltage set to 5V, but can be customized with simple component changes
• Automatic Switchover circuit to battery backup for mission-critical applications, in situations where the super
capacitor may fully deplete. A “DETECT” output signal can be wired to trigBoard (or other host processor) to
indicate if on battery backup or solar power NOTE: Battery backup is purely optional and the board does not
charge this battery, which is why it can be any battery within 2-5V. Could be 4.2V lithium cell or a set of AAA
batteries. The board simply gives a smooth uninterrupted switchover to the battery to ensure the notifications
continue being sent. This is a clever circuit because it’s not just a “highest voltage wins” kind of circuit like
OR’ing diodes, but rather a priority circuit so that it will always use solar power if it’s able to, even if the solar
power voltage is less than the backup battery voltage.
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• Pre-Charge Button to allow users to charge the super capacitor directly from the battery to set an initial condition
for the system - also note that the trigSolar board operation requires >1V of charge on the super capacitor at
all times. This would naturally occur under normal solar charging, but to “kickstart” the board, can simply just
hold the precharge button for a few seconds or until the output is enabled.
• Board designed with modifications in mind - JST PH2.0mm connectors for all connections into the board as
well as through hole test points, making it easy to wire into custom applications. Also, components spread out
in 0805 packages, so can be replaced “easily” to set the board’s various parameters and thresholds for some
custom system. Note that it works great out of the box with trigBoard!
• Super Capacitor can be expanded with simple “reserve’ circuit, so the high quality 2.5F capacitor handles the
high current loads during wakes, but a much larger and lower quality capacitor can be used as reserve storage to
slowly replenish the system’s charge.
• Indoor PowerFilm Solar Panel LL200-2.4-75 with pre-soldered JST Cable available as option (thoroughly tested
here with indoor lighting)
• Lower cost Outdoor panel option (30mm x 38mm) - smaller and cheaper is all that’s needed with outdoors - the
trigSolar board is incredibly efficient.
• Fusion360 Design here pw is trigsolar and you can also download the step file there as well

Functionality

This illustrates nicely how the trigSolar board works - note that this is showing with a battery backup connected. This
is not required, so if no backup is provided, the output just goes to 0V.
1 - The trigSolar board requires >1V to operate, which can be forced with the pre-charge button, just as long as a
backup battery is present or can just be left to naturally charge with solar power. Getting up to 1V does not take long.
Note that in the plot, as soon as 1V is reached, the output is set to the battery backup. If no battery is connected, then
the output remains at 0V. NOTE there is only one 10ohm resistor to limit inrush current from the battery to the super
capacitor. Do not hold the pre-charge button for too long, since this may burn up that resistor. One second on, one
second off just to get the super capacitor charged up should be good.
2 - On charging up, the output will switch to the super capacitor at ~3V. With a backup battery connected, it will switch
from battery to super cap, which is interesting to watch happen, since you might have a 4.2V battery connected, then
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suddenly the voltage drops to 3V. This is the switchover point and demonstrates the priority circuit in action.
3 - Now that the board is running purely on solar power (super capacitor), it will continue to use this power until the
voltage falls below 2V. It’s not 3V, because a 1V hysteresis was designed into the board. In other words, super cap
turns on at 3V on the way up, turns off at 2V on the way down. Then turns back on at 3V. This hysteresis is important
because when the board charges up to 3V, the trigBoard will immediately wake and attempt to send a notification
causing some discharge on the super capacitor. Without hysteresis, like if it also turned off at 3V, the trigSolar board
would never be able to fully switch over and stay powered from the super capacitor.
Detect Pin
This provides an open-drain signal that you can use to determine if the board is outputting power from the Super
Capacitor or from Battery backup. In most cases, this is not used, but can be helpful, for example here is a snippet
of code with the signal wired to GPIO25 on the trigBoard that simply adds a comma separated 1 or 0 to the push
message depending on the state:
pinMode(25, INPUT_PULLUP);// this is the sensor wire from the solar board
delay(1);
if (digitalRead(25) == LOW) { // means we're on supercap, else on backup
Serial.println("super powered");
strcat(pushMessage, ",1");
}else{
Serial.println("backup powered");
strcat(pushMessage, ",0");
}

Solar Considerations
There’s a lot to consider with solar and may not be the right solution for every application:
• How much light is available will determine the charging current
• How long the light is on for (or sun) as well as how long there is no light (dark period)
• Energy Storage - in this case 2.5F built in, but can swap out or expand if needed
• How often is trigBoard waking up and how long it’s ON for plays a huge role
• trigBoard sleep current - well actually this is one thing that is all good! ~1uA
Because there are so many variables, I created a calculator to help work this out: trigSolar Calculator
For example, the default parameters:
avg On Current
On Time
Super Cap
Charge Current
Charge Time
Wakes/Hr

65mA
2sec
2.5F
200uA
8hr
1

Yields this plot:
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Let’s walk through these parameters:
• Average ON Current is what the trigBoard pulls on average while awake, 65-70mA can be used for this
• On Time is how long the trigBoard takes to wake and go back to sleep. In most cases, this is <5seconds.
However this can be longer depending on WiFi strength and how long it takes to connect to whichever service
is configured.
• Super Cap is fixed at 2.5F, since this is what’s built into the board. But here as a parameter in case this is changed
our or expanded on.
• Charge current is a difficult measurement to obtain - this is the current as measured into the super capacitor.
Per testing with a single LED light fixture, ~200uA or so was measured. On this board, if you want to measure
the charge current, you’ll have to cut the positive lead on the super capacitor to hook a meter in-line. As data
becomes available, updates will be made here to this page.
• Charge time is simply how long the light is on for - in this case the light is on for 8hrs a day.
• Wakes/Hr is how often the trigBoard wakes in an hour. Does not need to be an integer value, meaning if the
board wakes once a day like in a mailbox application, just put “=1/24”
So how close is the calculator to the real world?

Pretty close actually!! This setup is in a controlled location with an LED fixture controlled from Home Assistant
turning on everyday for 8hrs. Also, the trigBoard connected to the trigSolar board reports its voltage up to Home
Assistant (plotted here with Grafana) once an hour. Then in red there, you can see the charge current. This is measured
with a second trigBoard taking a reading every 10minutes.
Settings that don’t work
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The point of this calculator is to help set some expectations - for example, let’s change one parameter like increasing
the wakes from 1 to 3 times an hour:

Now it can never reach a purely solar state - as soon as the voltage hits 2V there, the output is disabled or it switches
over to the battery backup. But there’s trade-offs with everything, so what if you added more light? for longer period
of time? or decreased the on time somehow? These are all things to consider and experiment with. Or maybe you’re
fine with this and just need a “battery extender”. That works too!
Here’s a pretty cool example showing how trigSolar and the battery backup work together - you can see here that for
only a few hours at night, the system runs off the battery backup. There’s a lot going on in this plot, but note the green
trace - that is the measured voltage feeding the trigBoard.

Super Capacitor Reserve
The built-in Super Capacitor is very high quality, has low ESR, and low leakage. This is great for supplying power to
the trigBoard with its high current spikes needed by the ESP32 module. Only problem is that you’re limited to 20-30
wakes maybe, so for an application that has plenty of light (outdoors) that would charge the 2.5F capacitor quickly,
you can expand this storage with a “Super Capacitor Reserve”. An example might be an outdoor weather station that
reports data every 5minutes. During the day this is fine, but that won’t last long overnight. The solution is to add low
cost/quality 100F capacitors in parallel with the existing 2.5 capacitor. In this circuit, the capacitors are only rated for
2.7V, so two are needed in series with 10k ohm balancing resistors. Then for safety, a series 10ohm resistor in-line
with to the trigSolar board. OR, 2.7V zener diodes BZX79-C2V7,143 can be used for balancing
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Warning: These are large capacitors that can store a lot of energy even at 2.5V! Be careful not to short the leads
when they are charged. It will burn the 10ohm resistor and/or cause other damage.
Me carelessly clipping leads while the super caps each had a 2V charge. . . one lead caused a short and I tried
to quickly pick it up - burned me pretty good

For my weather station that reports every 5minutes, see how it charges/discharges everyday and this is with the low
cost small solar panel and the voltage never gets close to reaching 2V!
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Design

Can be downloaded here:
trigSolarv1.1 SCH
Then for reference, here is the worksheet used to set the various thresholds and parameters for the BQ2557:
trigSolar BQ2557 Worksheet
A video will be made soon to walkthrough this design!
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2.21.2 Low Cost Outdoor Solar
If you can install a small panel outdoors, then this is actually very easy and inexpensive. The efficiency of the charging
and MPPT (Maximum Power Point Tracking) systems are not as critical. Cheap boards/panels from eBay/Amazon
can be used. See the temperature logger project for details on this project.
Materials
CN3791 board from eBay 6V Version

6V 1.2W Solar Panel from eBay

I recommend a pretty decent battery for this, just to guarantee the system can ride through the night and cloudy/rainy
days. I use a beefy 18650 style battery like this:
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Setup
All materials arrived:
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You’ll notice that the solar panel has a barrel jack, so cut that off and install a JST connector as was supplied with the
MPPT board:
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This is how it all looks wired up:
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Install
This is an example how I had tested this setup, and ran smoothly for a couple months until I switched over to the
trigSolar setup. Panel is just taped up on a gutter:
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All boards just mounted in random enclosures I have - note this is under an awning to give some weather protection:
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Then all buttoned up:
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And with the temperature logger project you can see the daily charging/discharging of the battery - pretty cool!!

2.22 Temperature Logging Corlysis + Home Asst

2.22.1 Wiring
The wiring is simple - just need an MCP9808 Breakout Board from Adafruit which is a very accurate, fast, and reliable
temperature sensor.
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2.22.2 Corlysis Method
This project shows off what you can do with the low power real time clock on the trigBoard - simply set the interval
wake time and the trigBoard will automatically wake and send the temperature reading to the cloud. In this example,
Corlysis is used for as the cloud provider. This could just as well be hosted on a local setup using a raspberry pi, but
with everything hosted in the cloud, it is very easy to view the data from anywhere and share with others.
If you have a trigBoard running the stock base firmware, you could simply OTA this code over, or compile the code
yourself, but first make sure you can compile the base firmware. See the firmware section for more information.
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Just note the only new library needed is the Adafruit MCP9808 lib - you can add this from Arduino Sketch>>Include
Library>>ManageLibraries menu
trigBoard MCP9808 Corlysis Code is Here
This code was designed to work with Corlysis, so first make sure you go over there and setup an account, then create
a database:

Name this whatever you want, but we will need it later when setting up the trigBoard. Next, click the API Keys menu:

Just copy your Key there - we will need this later as well for setting up the trigBoard.
Setup
What’s really cool about this code is that it re-uses other fields in the trigBoard configurator to set this up to work with
Corlysis, so no need to hard code things. Before setting up, you need to decide a few things first:
• The Database Name is what you already created in Corlysis
• Measurement name is like the name of all these devices. So in my case, I call this LMT01. I’ll have a whole
bunch named LMT01 as this type of sensor.
• Location Name is what I use to locate the sensors, so Front porch, Garage, Inside, etc. . . We’ll also use this to
parse out the data, so should be unique.
• C or F is obvious, put in either C or F to set the conversion
• API Key is straight from Corlysis, just copy and paste that over.
Configurator
trigBoard Name
Message when Contact Opens
Message when Contact Closes
Message when Wake Button Pressed
Timer Message for Contact still Open

Corlysis
Database Name from Corlysis
Measurement Name
Location Name
C or F
API Key

So then when you launch the configurator, you setup your WiFi credentials, the interval time in the timer settings, then
the Corlysis parameters:
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Grafana
Ok, so here’s where things get cool - Corlysis is hosting both the influxDB where the data is stored and also Grafana
where the data can be plotted. One you have a trigBoard sending data, you can click on he grafana menu. Then create
a new dashboard in there, new panel as well, and select graph:
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Then click the drop down to edit the panel:

make sure you’re on the metrics tab do the following:
• Data Source - click in there and select the database you created where the trigBoard is sending data
• FROM default - then you select the measurement name or type it in, mine is LMT01
• WHERE - this is how we filter by location, so you’ll have to type in location, then = to whatever you want to
show. Mine is “front”
• SELECT - we’re actually sending multiple pieces of data for this measurement, but we’re plotting temperature
here, so select temperature between the field(..)
• Then after that remove the mean() by clicking on it and then add distinct() which is in the Aggregations menu.
You should now see data!! Note that you can also plot battery voltage the same way, but select battery instead of
temperature.
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You can also create these cool gauges, by making a new panel for single stat - just choose last for the Selector:

And in options, select current for the data and you can tweak other things:
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If this only updates every once and a while, I like to make sure it at least spans out a year looking for the latest:

2.22.3 Home Assistant Method
This is very cool and useful and how I am currently setup. We’ll just tack on the temperature data to the normal
trigBoard push message, which can be easily parsed in Home Assistant using a value_template.
Note: Be sure to completely review the Home Assistant Guide first, because this relies on everything in there - MQTT
Mosquitto broker, InfluxDB, and Grafana to be installed.
trigBoard MCP9808 Home Assistant Code is Here
All this code does is read from the MCP9808 sensor and concat it to the trigBoard push message with a comma. Then
we can easily separate this out in Home Assistant.
As shown in the Corlysis example, one of the fields from the Configurator is used to set the units. We sacrifice the
button message for this:
Message when Wake Button Pressed

C or F

Then the rest of the setup follows the same as shown in the Home Assistant Guide
But now we have a new value to parse out, so in your configuration.yaml file, you will add something like this:
sensor:
- platform: mqtt
state_topic: "MCP9808_OUTSIDE"
name: "Back Porch Temperature"
icon: mdi:temperature-fahrenheit
(continues on next page)
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(continued from previous page)

unit_of_measurement: "F"
value_template: "{{ value.split(',')[2] }}"
- platform: mqtt
state_topic: "MCP9808_OUTSIDE"
name: "Back Porch TempSensor Voltage"
icon: mdi:car-battery
unit_of_measurement: "V"
value_template: "{{ value.split(',')[1].split('V')[0] }}"

You see here that I set my MQTT topic to “MCP9808_OUTSIDE” and I’m pulling out both voltage and temperature
as separate entities. Then you can build cool dashboards like this:
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2.23 Water Leak Detector
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This is the ultimate low power water detector circuit. Works for detecting rain, floods, etc. . . and it is sensitive enough
to report status of the contact, like if there is still water present or not.
VP2106 MOSFET From Digikey VP2106N3-G-ND
1N5817 Schottky Diode from Digikey 1N5817DICT-ND
I’ve made my own sensors in the past, but these are highly recommended from Amazon

This circuit is actually inverted, so set your detection in the configurator on the “opening” of the contact:
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